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INTRODUCTION

The Jewish Provincial Committee for Lower Silesia [WKZ] was created in June 1945 in Rychbach (now Dzierzoniow) and, by decision of the Central Committee of Polish Jews [CKPZ], was moved to Wroclaw in April 1-15 of 1946. With the development of Jewish settlements in Lower Silesia, district and municipal Jewish committees, subordinated to the Provincial Committee, were created as well. In July of 1945 there were 7, in the beginning of the following year – 21, with the goal to reach 47 by middle of the year. Beginning with July 1946, the number of committees, their functions as well as the number of people from the Jewish population belonging to them decreases systematically. The organizational structure of WKZ was not long lasting and was subject to rather frequent changes. In 1945, WKZ was composed of 6 departments: Productivization, Public Welfare, Mother and Child Care, Culture and Propaganda, Health and Records.

In the year 1949, WKZ was liquidated and part of its functions – mostly cultural and propaganda – was assigned to the Jewish Socio-Cultural Society [TSKZ]. At that time, all of the documents of the extinct committee were transferred to TKSZ in Wroclaw. In 1957, following a visit by representatives of the State Archives of Wroclaw, about 200 unclassified documents, in various conditions, were found in the storehouses of TSKZ. The cataloguing of the documents began as late as in 1972 and completed in 1974. At that time, most of the saved documents were considered to be of no value and, after separating 3.5 cu. meters of the most valuable documents, the rest of the material was considered waste. Thus 19 cu. meters of documents were destroyed. On that occasion the press reported on the liquidation of the foul smelling collection of garbage in the storehouses of TSKZ.

The documents taken over by the Archives were arranged in order, shaped (sometimes resulting in damage to the text) and framed. The collection was provided with a book inventory prepared by Sylwia Piechocka. Unfortunately, both the inventory and the titles of the individual documents, as well as time frame indicated on them contain some (but not too disturbing) mistakes.

In classifying the records as a basis for separating the material, the structure of the WKZ departments of 1946 was adopted, and the collection was divided into 9 sections; it must be stressed here that this arrangement is a secondary division accepted in the process of putting the collection in order by the employees of the Archives, Janina Michalska and Sylwia Piechocka. In the present shape, the collection encompasses the following sections:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Section</th>
<th>Doc. No</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>General Section</td>
<td>1-21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Records and Statistics Section</td>
<td>22-101</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Finance Section</td>
<td>102-142</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Child Care Section</td>
<td>143-193</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Youth Section 194

1Opoczynski Jakub: Aims of the Wroclaw department. Folks Sztyme 1971 No. 43 p. 12

Cutural Section 195-196
Emigration Section 197-198
Productiveness Section 199-203
Circle of Professional Assoc. of Employees of Social Institutions at WKZ 203-206

The most valuable as historical material are without doubt the items from the General Section (Nos. 1-21), since they contain the most important records, descriptive and statistical reports of WKZ and other municipal and district committees. Genealogic research may be helped by numerous lists of names in the Records and Statistical Section, as well as letters from the Child Care Section. Unfortunately, almost all the documents from the Youth, Culture and Proganda as well as Emigration Sections were destroyed which makes it difficult, or rather impossible to carry out research on the number of the most factual questions of the Jewish population in Lower Silesia in the year 1945. Also, almost all the publications (with the exception of one copy of the CKZP Information Bulletin) were removed from the collection. The total preserved collection can be estimated at approx. 50%.

Documents relating to the PZPR Circle were not included in the collection of the Jewish Provincial Committee and following the selection and cataloguing they were transferred to the KW PZPR; part of the WKZ material can also be found in the documents of the Commissioner for Productivization of Jews in the Socio-Political Department of the Provincial Office (28 units)

BASIC BIBLIOGRAPHY;

Egit, Yakov: [in Yiddish: "Zu nay lebn. Zvey yor yiddisher yishev in Nidershlezye"] To a new life. Two years of the Jewish population in Lower Silesia, Wroclaw, 1947
English
Draft translation
INVENTORY

Vol. 1
Title: Minutes of meetings of WKZ
Time frame: 1945
Physical description: Preserved in good condition. 41 sheets of typing paper, numbered in pencil, typewritten on one side of sheet (two sheets typed on both sides)
Polish language.
Contents: Minutes of meetings of the Provincial Committee of Polish Jews in Rychbach (Dzierzoniow) from minutes No. 1 of 18 June 1945 to unnumbered minutes dated 11 December 1945, as well as resolution regarding the need to create an independent Jewish state in Palestine (k[?]. 20).
The minutes deal with, among other matters, the call for and constitution of WKZ, following personal changes in its set-up, creation and activities of the provincial departments (Youth, Health, Social Welfare, Housing, Productivity) and municipal committees in the following towns: Walbrzych, Ludwikowice, Friedland (Mierszow), Rychbach (Dzierzoniow), Gerszcze Puste (Gluszyca), Pieszyce, Jelenia Gora, Barberadorf (Udanin- sanatorium), making contacts with Joint, conflict regarding WKZ's party make-up and majority of PPR representatives. In minutes No. 8 of 2 July 1945, an interesting background of the conflict with CKZ in Warsaw regarding food supplies and overruling of Limon, head of the Productivization Department.

Vol. 2
Title: Minutes of meetings of the Board of WKZ and conferences.
Time frame: 1946

Waszkiewicz, Ewa: Jewish population in Lower Silesia in the years 1945-1948. [2:] From the research on the events in Lower Silesia after World War II. Editor Saanislaw Dabrowski. Wroclaw 1993, pp. 47-56.
Physical description: Preserved in good condition. 60 sheets of onionskin, numbered in pencil (several sheets of old forms), typewritten on one side of sheet. Polish language.

Contents: Minutes of meetings of WKZ in Wroclaw from May 15 1946 to 16 August 1946, as well as minutes of the heads of the Jewish committees of 1 March 2046 (pp. 1-8), minutes of the First General meeting of WKZ in Wroclaw on 26 May 1946 (pp. 11-27), list of 75 permanent WKZ employees (k.30-31), minutes of conference of general secretaries and delegates from the Provincial and District Committees of 20 June 1946 in Warsaw (pp. 37-40), minutes of meetings of the CKZ presidium of 10 and 12 July1946 regarding the Kielce pogrom (pp.41-54).

The minutes deals with, among other matters, the following questions: collaboration with Joint and CKZ in Warsaw, party parity for WKZ, the structure of municipal and district committees, local anti-Semtic outbreaks and the counter-activities, competition with other religious congregations, Jewish education, statistics of the Jewish population, referendum, budget for 1946 and budgetary estimates for individual months, reactions to the Kielce pogrom as well as relief efforts and individual interventions.

Vol. 3
Title: Minutes of meetings of the Presidium and Full Assembly of WKZ
Time frame: 1949

Physical description: Preserved in good condition. 120 sheets numbered in pencil of typing paper (a few sheets of onionskin) typewritten on one side of sheet. Polish language.

Contents: Minutes of meetings of the Presidium of WKZ in Wroclaw from No. 1 of 11 January 1949 and No. 29 of 25 November 1949, extracts from those minutes, minutes of inspection of the home for the aged in Niemczy of 10-13 January 1949 (pp.11-15), minutes of extended assembly of WKZ of 6 February 1949 (pp. 30-38), minutes of the Executive Office of the Presidium of WKZ (pp. 52-56), minutes of the Secretariat of WKZ (pp. 73-91).

The minutes contain numerous individual requests for financial apd, individual matters of the municipal and district committees, contacts with CKZ, activities of the Departments of Youth, Organization and Control, expulsion of Chmielnicki, head of the Youth Section of WKZ, criticism of the work of TOZ in Lower Silesia, ceremonies commemorating Zygmun Turkow, the problem of representation of Hashomer Hazair in the Presidium of WKZ, the construction of the building of the Jewish Theater of Lower Silesia, budget matters, lists of delegates to the Conference of Jewish Committees in Warsaw, statistic data on the delegates to the provincial conference of Jewish committees, reorganization of local committees, celebration of the anniversary of the Warsaw Ghetto uprising, 1 May and 22 July, the development of agricultural cooperative and harvest activities, productivization of the Jews of Legnica, a fence for the cemetery at Slezna (k. 66), the visit of Gedalie Sandler, summer camps, anti-imperialistic and anti-war resolutions, preparations for the congress of contributors to Jewish culture, deficit at the Ziebice kindergarten.

Vol. 4
Title: Conventions and conferences
Time frame: [1946]-1949
Physical description: Preserved in good condition. 37 sheets of typing paper and onionskin, numbered in pencil, typewritten on one side of sheet.
Polish language.
Contents: Minutes of the conference of the heads and secretaries of the Jewish Committees of Lower Silesia from 7-8 September (1946) (pp.1-19), lists of delegates to the provincial conference of Jewish Committees and Institutions from the Klodzko, Dierzoniowa, Walbrzys provinces (k-20-22), undated resolutions regarding delegates to the Assembly and Presidium of WKZ, as well as other lists (pp. 23-37). The minutes contain, among other matters, reports of Productivization, Repatriation, Social Welfare, Youth, Education, Culture and Propaganda, Inspection and Control Departments, appearances of representatives of Joint, local committees from Niemcza, Nowa Sol, Zbiec, Swidnica, Walbrzych, Jelenia Gora, Chojnow, Jawor, Bielawa, Zarow (actually Zar), Wroclaw, Weglow (Sobiecin) Zbiec, Legnica, Dzierzoniow, Zabkowice, Nowa Ruda, Zlotoryja, Przemkow, Bialy Kamien and Lubawka.

Vol. 5
Title: Descriptive reports of WKZ activities
Time frame: 1945-1947
Physical description: Preserved in good condition. 155 sheets (140 numbered in pencil and 15 unnumbered after k. 105) of typing paper, onionskin or old forms typed on one side of sheet (a few on both sides). Polish language.
Contents: Report of WKZ for the period of 14 July 1945 to December 1947, reports from the WKZ departments (Productivization, Facts and Statistics, Schooling, Repatriation, Youth, Public Welfare, Order Keeping ) encompassing primarily the year 1946, as well as reports from municipal KZ from Rychbach (Dierzoniow), Wroclaw and Zlotoryja, reports from the Productivization Department of KZ in Walbrzych and Fryland (Mieroszow), testimonies of Helena Szymanska from the inspector-general's office in Wroclaw regarding actions in connection with schools and anti-Semitic attitude, report on the activity of WKZ Jewish schools in Warsaw (pp. 28-30), minutes of meeting of the Warsaw Circle in Wroclaw (p. 31), general statistical reports (pp. 35-40, 88-99, 120-123, 129-134), lists of transports of repatriates from the USSR (pp. 61-63). The reports deal with recognition of settlement possibilities, organization of Jewish committees in other towns, development of cooperation, acceptance of repatriates from the USSR and collaboration with PUR, employment in the textile industry, referendum, competition conflicts with CKZP, anti-Semitic actions and organization of self-defense departments, development of sports and sporting clubs, echoes of the Kielce pogrom, development of the Lower Silesian Jewish Theater.

Vol. 6
Title: WKZ statistical reports
Time frame: 1948
Physical description: Preserved in good condition. 53 sheets of onionskin, typing or brown (a few only) paper numbered in pencil, typewritten on one side. Polish language.

Contents Statistical data concerning the general number of Jewish population in Lower Silesia, social welfare structures (public kitchens, child care, kindergartens, schools, hospitals, sanatoria and clinics, homes for the elderly), cultural, professional structures, detailed statistical data and reports from the Productivization Department for the month of April 1948, reports from the department of culture and propaganda for February 1948, reports from the Youth Department for February 1948, reports from the Organization and Control Department for May and June 1948.

Vol. 7
Title: Control reports
Time frame: 1946
Physical description: Preserved in good condition. 8 sheets of typing or onionskin paper, numbered in pencil, typewritten on one side of sheet. Polish language.

Contents: Record of results of work control from the Department of Records and Statistics of the Provincial Committee in Wroclaw dated 26 June 1946, report on business trips to Nowa Sol of 23 May and 3 July 1946, reports from WKZ attorney regarding trips to Zarow (actually Zar), Nowa Sol and Przemkow on 2 July and 7-13 August 1946, report on the financial control at the Provincial Committee in Klodzk of 5 August 1946.

Vol. 8
Title: Records and reports from KZ in Chojnow and Bystrzyca
Time frame: 1946-1948
Physical description: Preserved in good condition. 120 sheets of typing paper, onionskin and old German forms, numbered in pencil, typewritten on one side (sometimes two sides) of the sheet. Polish language.

Contents: Report from the Jewish Committee in Bystrzyca for the third quarter of 1948 (pp.1-3), reports from the Jewish Committee and its departments in Chojnow encompassing the period of 2 June 1946 to June 1947, records of the KZ presidium meetings in Chojnow for the period from 15 May 1946 to 12 November 1947 (pp.. 24-42, 45-47, 49, 51, 53-54, 56-57, 59-59. 87-120), records of the KZ presidium in Boguszow for the period of 2 to 25 September 1946 (pp.. 43-44, 50, 52, 55, 58), record from the KZ presidium meeting in Boza Gora of 5 September 1946 (p. 48). The reports and records from Chojnow contain, among others, information on the social welfare activities, creation of a Jewish school, preparation for referendum, reorganization of the Committee and its presidium, Zionist propaganda, emigration, rebuilding of Warsaw action, preparations for the conference on Jewish culture, activity of the "Ikukg" Society of Culture and Propaganda, several festivities, activity of the cooperatives of the "Mlot" cooperative of metal products. The records from Boguszow contain matters of KZ organization.

Vol. 9
Title: Records and reports from KZ in Dzierzoniow and Pieszyce
Time frame: 1945-1948
Physical description: Preserved in fair condition. The sheets cut to shape carelessly and frayed. 159 sheets of typing paper, onionskin and old forms, numbered in pencil, typewritten on one side of the sheet. Polish language.
Contents: Record of inspection at institutional home in Gerszczek Puste (Gluszyca) of 1-3 April 1946 (pp.. 1-3), records of KZ inspections as well as KZ meeting in Gerszczek Puste (Gluszyca) of 3 April 1946 (pp.. 4-5), reports of activities of the Provincial KZ in Dzierzoniow from August 1946 to March 1948, records of meetings of the Presidium of the Provincial KZ in Dzierzonow of 1 August 1946 to 24-25 August 1948, reports of KZ in Bielawa from August 1946 to November 1946, minutes of meeting of fellow countrymen [ziomkostwo] of Warsaw in Jawor on 31 August 1946, a report from the Administration of the Circles of Warsaw fellow countrymen in Lower Silesia for the period from 4 September to 1 November 1946, a report from the Department of Records and Statistics of WKZ in Wroclaw for the year 1947, a report on the activity of fellow countrymen association and emigration division of the Department of Records and Fellow Countrymen Associations of WKZ in Wroclaw for June 1947, statutes of the Society of Jewish fellow countrymen of Malopolska (Galicia) in Lower Silesia in Wroclaw, undated letter from KZ in Dzierzoniow to the Provincial Committee "Poale Syjon" (United) in Dzierzoniow, annual report from KZ in Pieszyce for the period from 15 May 1947 to 15 May 1948.
The reports and records from Dzierzoniow contain, among other documents, social assistance, dispute about pants - citizen Malina vs. Szejnfeld, party parity in the KZ presidium, dispute about the chairman, contacts with the Municipal National Council and WKZ, budgetary matters, celebration of the First of May and the anniversary of the Warsaw Ghetto uprising, children's Olympics in February 1947, support of Hagana, agricultural settlements, development of production cooperatives, Hebrew school, construction of a theater in Wroclaw, various individual matters.

Vol. 10
Title: Records and reports of KZ in Jawor
Time frame: 1946-1948
Physical description: Preserved in very good condition. 62 sheets, numbered in pencil, of typing paper, a few onionskin pages and old forms, typed on one side of sheet. Polish language.
Contents: Records of meetings of the Provincial Jewish Committee (KZ) in Jawor during the period from 24 May to 30 November 1946, reports of KZ in Jawor for the period of 1 June 1946 to February 1946, reports from the Department of Public Welfare of the PKZ in Jawor for September and November 1946, reports from the Depart of Child Care, Productivization Department as well as the Youth Department of the PKZ in Jawor for November 1946, record of plenum of KZ in Jawor of 10 February 1948.
The reports and records contain, among other, contacts with WKZ and the Municipal National Council, organization and reorganizations of the Committee and its presidium, emigration to Palestine and Western Europe, financial situation of the Jewish population
in Jawor, education, development of production cooperatives, personal matters, a meeting of Jewish Culture, matters regarding premises.

**Vol. 11**
Title: Records and reports of KZ in Klodzko
Time frame: 1945-1948
Physical description: Preserved in good condition. 133 sheets, numbered in pencil, of typing and onionskin paper, typed on one side of sheet (a few on both). Polish language.
Contents: Reports on the activity of KZ in Klodzko from December 1945 to the third quarter of 1948, reports from meetings of KZ in Klodzko from 20 July 1946 to 18 May 1948, reports from KZ in Legnica for December 1945 and January 1946 (pp.. 3-4), reports of inspection of the semi-boarding kindergarten in Ziebice of 3-4 March 1947, record of meeting of KZ, TOZ and the Zionist Coordination in Klodzko on 23 August 1946, pre-election resolution from Klodzko of 31 December 1946, statistical data from the Departments of Education and Productivization for March 1948.
The reports and records contain, among other, documents on the general situation of Jews in Klodzko (echoes from the Kielce events), waves of emigration following the Kielce pogrom, the matter of security, productivization, development of TOZ production cooperatives, a conference of Jewish teachers, preparations for the Conference on Jewish Culture and reports thereon, senate election campaign, accusation of collaboration with the Nazis – Bachman vs. Geller, budget settlements, internal conflicts in the KZ, celebrations of the anniversary of the Warsaw Ghetto uprising and the October revolution, reorganization of the Committee, illegal emigration and the participation of Jews in contraband.

**Vol. 12**
Title: Records and reports of KZ in Legnica
Time frame: 1945-1947
Physical description: 140 sheets, numbered in pencil, of onionskin and typing paper, old sheets and old German correspondence, sheets typewritten on one side. Polish language.
Contents: Reports on activities of KZ in Legnica from May 1946 to April 1947, minutes of meetings of the presidium of KZ in Legnica from 18 August 1946 to 30 December 1947, records of interviews with Salomon Molsztajn and Jakub Josman – witnesses of anti-Semitic provocations by MO and UBP in Legnica during the night of 26-27 May 1946, records of Lejzor Estrin's case regarding an insult of a state employee, records and resolution of KZ's Plenum of 26 October 1946 (pp.. 29-49), report on work of the Youth as well as Culture and Propaganda Departments for October and November 1946, report from the Public Welfare, Economic, Legal, Youth, Culture and Propaganda Departments; from the statistical office, dormitory, elementary school, semi-boarding school, elementary school and Child's Home for December 1946, report from the Department of Culture and Propaganda, Public Welfare, Youth and Legal, statistics office, dormitory semi-boarding school, elementary school for January 1947, reports
from the Productivization, Culture and Propaganda, Public Welfare and Youth Departments, statistics office, dormitory, elementary school, semi-boarding school and kindergarten for February 1947, reports from the Statistics and Records, Culture and Propaganda, Public Welfare, Productivization and Youth Departments, dormitory, child's home, semi-boarding school and kindergarten, elementary school for March 1947, report from the Public Welfare, Productivization, Statistics and Records, Culture and Propaganda and Youth Departments, dormitory, child's home, kindergartens, semi-boarding school and elementary school, as well as Economic Department for April 1947, reports from the Youth and Productivization Departments for November 1947. The reports and records contain, among other, particularly interesting reports on anti-Semitic provocations of the militia, as well as the Committee's vacation in November 1945, reorganization of the Committee, publication of Information Bulletin (k. 76), support of the production cooperatives, celebration of the second anniversary of Jewish settlement in Lower Silesia and 30th anniversary of the October revolution, the activities of ORT, the drama circles, contacts with WKZ, reactions to the ONZ resolution regarding the creation of a Jewish State in Palestine.

Vol. 13
Title: Records and records of KZ in Nowa Ruda
Years: 1946-1949
Physical description: Preserved in good condition. 161 sheets, numbered in pencil, of mostly typewriter paper, occasionally onionskin, typed on one or two sides of sheets. Polish language. Contents: Minutes of meetings of the Board of KZ in Nowa Ruda from 21 April 1946 to April 1948, reports on the activities of KZ in Nowa Ruda from May 1946 to April 1949, minutes of meeting of the Jewish Society of Culture and Art in Nowa Ruda of 20 February 1947, statistical data of 5 November 1948 and 5 April 1949, lists of names of workers of the Jewish cooperatives of April 1949. The reports and minutes contain, among others, the establishment of KZ in Nowa Ruda on 21 April 1940, statistics data, contacts with WKZ, reactions to the British policy in Palestine, emigration panic, reorganization of the Committee's presidium, distribution of public welfare, various anniversary celebrations, contacts with provincial KZ in Klodzko and WKZ in Wroclaw, reports from the Conference on Jewish Culture in Wroclaw, matters of tailors' cooperative, scouting of "Ikus", activity of the dormitory and school, budget, actual construction of the building of the Lower Silesia Jewish Theater in Wroclaw, and particular given to supplying the miners with food.

Vol. 14
Title: Records and reports of KZ in Nowa Sol
Years: 1946-1948
of the Committee on 31 July 1947, copy of minutes of the KZ committee of 15 October 1947, minutes of meeting of the KZ committee of 18 November 1947.
The reports and minutes contain preparations for the winter, activity of the "Szyk" tailors' cooperative, organization of work at the semi-boarding school, population movement, cultural activities.

Vol. 15
Title: Records and reports of KZ in Swidnica
Years: 1946-1947
Physical description: Preserved in good condition. 55 sheets, numbered in pencil, of typing and brown paper, typed on one side of sheet. Polish language.
Contents: Minutes of meetings of the Provincial KZ of Swidnica, from No. 7 of 4 May 1946 to 25 October 1947, reports on activities of KZ in Swidnica from September 1946 to January 1947, reports of the Economic, Social Welfare, Culture and Propaganda Departments, semi-boarding school, kindergarten, Child Care Department for November 1946, reports from boarding school, kindergarten, school, semi-boarding school, Department of Culture and Propaganda, Social Welfare, Youth, Economic and Child Care for January 1947, reports from Child Care Department, Social Welfare, kindergarten, semi-boarding school, boarding school, Department of Culture and Propaganda, Productivization and Youth Departments for November 1947.
The reports and minutes contain, among others, contacts with WKZ, regorganization of the Committee Board, preparations for referendum, list of names of permanent employees of KZ, social welfare activities, agricultural activities, celebration of the anniversary of the October revolution, activities of the Sholem Alejchem School, development of the "Nowe Życie [New Life]" and "Jednosc [Unity]" production cooperatives.

Vol. 16
Title: Records and reports of KZ in Walbrzych
Time frame: 1948
Contents: Minutes of meetings of the Provincial Presidium of KZ in Walbrzych from 31 January 1948 to 10 February 1949, list of attorneys of KZ in Walbrzych for January, March 1948, reports of activities of the Provincial KZ in Walbrzych from December 1947 to June 1948, letter to WKZ intervening in the matter of compensation, correspondence between the Walbrzych Committee and WKZ regarding individual housing intervention, letter from Jewish miners regarding supply of cheap food from a farm in Kindlin, list of names of persons registered with KZ in September 1948, statistica data for September 1948, minutes of meeting of representatives of Walbrzych miners and steel workers on 10 November 1948.
The reports and records contain, among other, activities of the Jewish Society of Culture and Arts, language courses (Polish, Yiddis, Hebrew), financial-budgetary matters, conflict with the religious congregation regarding distribution of matzos, party disputes around
celebration of holidays and anniversaries (specially the May 1 parade), reaction to proclamation of the Jewish State in Palestine, construction of the Jewish theater, Exhibition of Recaptured Territories, social assistance (distribution of clothing and financial aid).

Vol. 17
Title: Records and reports of KZ in Wroclaw
Time frame: 1945-1949
Physical description: Preserved in good condition. 270 sheets, numbered in pencil, of various types of paper, typewritten on one side of sheet (a few on both sides). Polish language.
Contents: Minutes of meetings of KZ in Wroclaw from 7 November 1945 to 16 January 1948, lists of names of board members and workers of KZ for January, February and March 1946, as well as other lists for 1946, reports on the activities of KZ in Wroclaw from February 1946 to July 1946, correspondence with WKZ, reports from the Perec House of Culture from February 1946, letters with individual interventions, record of audit of the Finance Department of KZ in Wroclaw from 28 June 1946, decisions of the KZ presidium, records of commission's acknowledgment of repair works, minutes of meetings of WKZ from 6 February 1948 to 5 April 1949.
The reports and records of the municipal and provincial KZ in Wroclaw contain, among other, contacts with WKZ in Rychbach (Dzierzoniow) and dispute over leadership, reorganization of the KZ administration, distribution of food items, creation and activities of production cooperatives, development of the school, population census (there is an interesting appeal by Egit to include the Jewish population in the census), repatriation problems, numerous small matters regarding individual aid, long-lasting conflict regarding party parity in the administration of the Committee and work organization, protest meetings against the British policy in Palestine, financial and budgetary matters,
Congress of Jewish Culture, winter aid, preparation for senate elections, distribution of matzos, celebration of May 1st Day and of the second anniversary of Jewish settlement in Lower Silesia, theater activity. The WKZ reports and records contain the meeting of Jewish work foremen, budgetary matters, ample discussions of the theater activity, celebration of holidays and anniversaries, Exhibition of Recaptured Territories (Jewish pavilion), Home for the Aged in Niemcza, support of Hagana, summer camps, repercussions due to proclamation of the Jewish State in Palestine, liquidation of the farm in Kidlin, small applications for financial support, contacts with CKZ.

Vol. 18
Title: Records and reports of KZ in Zabkowice
Time frame: 1946-1948
Physical description: Preserved in good condition. 21 one sheets, numbered in pencil, of typing paper, typed on one side of sheet. Polish language.
Contents: Statistical reports and lists of names of employees of KZ in Zabkowice from November and December 1946, as well as January and March 1947, reports of activities
of KZ for December 1946 as well as January, March, April and June 1948, minutes of meeting of the Religious Congregation and administration of KZ in Zabkowice of 22 March 1948. The reports and records contain, among other, senate election campaign, matzos action, Purim party, activities of the production cooperatives, cultural life.

Vol. 19
Title: Records and reports of KZ in Ziebice
Time frame: 1946-1949
Physical description: Preserved in good condition. 109 sheets, numbered in pencil, of typing onionskin paper, typewritten on one side of sheet, sometimes on both. Polish language.
Contents: reports of activities of KX in Ziebice from July 1946 to September 1947, minutes of meetings of KZ in Ziebice from 2 August 1046 to 22 March 1949, minutes of general meetings of Ziebice Jews, resolution made by KZ in Ziebice against refusal to issue entry visas to the United States to the head of CKZ, Berman, and the head of WKZ, Egit.
The reports and records contain, among other, winter aid action, financial aid and subsidy from the repatriation fund, hectic departure from the country following the Kielce pogrom, settlement on the farm, contacts with WKZ and Municipal National Council, productivization, organization of the KZ presidium according to party line and subsequent reorganizations, holiday and winter aid, school and boarding school, preparation for the Conference on Jewish Culture, various financial and budgetary matters, protest meetings against British policy in Palestine, organization of the Society of Culture and Arts, dispute Barbanel against Bachner about three Jewish classicists (!), shoemakers' cooperative, performances of the Lower Silesian Jewish Theater.

Vol. 20
Title: Records and reports of KZ in Zlotoryja
Time frame: 1946-1948
Physical description: Preserved in very good condition. 80 sheets, numbered in pencil, of typing paper, onionskin and old forms, typed on one side of sheet (a few on both). Polish language.
Contents: Reports on the activities of KZ in Zlotoryja from May 1946 to February 1948, minutes of meeting of the KZ presidium of 27 August 1046, undated report on the activity of KZ in Chojnow (k. 3-4), report of the youth department of KZ in Zlotoryja for July 1946, minutes of meeting of Jewish youth in Zlotoryja of 24 July 1946, reports from the elementary school, from the Productivization Department, department of Culture and Propaganda in Zlotoryja for July 1946, minutes of meeting regarding departure panic in Zlotoryja of 3 August 1946, reports and minutes of general meetings of the Jewish population in August and September 1946, record of KZ inter-party conference of 25 October 1946, report from Henryk Lewin, WKZ inspector, of 5 July 1946 (concerning Swidinica, Strzegom, Swiebodzice, Kamienna Gora, Luban, Zlotoryja, Chojnow and Brzeg), report on the inspection of Zlotoryja.
The reports and records of KZ in Zlotoryja contain, among other, KZ and its make-up, youth organizations and sporting club, development of production cooperatives, departure panic following the Kielce pogrom, dispute over the premises of the Ichud kibbutz, division of functions in KZ following the withdrawal of Hashomer Hazair, cooperation with the religious community, school activities. The report from KZ in Chojnow contains the matter of repatriation and the Committee's constitution.

Vol. 21
Title: Records and reports of various KZ committees
Time frame: 1945-1948
Physical description: Preserved in good condition. 111 sheets, numbered in pencil, of typing and onionskin paper, typewritten on one side of sheet (sometimes on both). Polish language.

Vol. 22
Title: Lists of registered persons
Time frame: 1945
Physical description: Preserved in good condition. 25 sheets, numbered in pencil, of typing paper (l onionskin), typewritten on one or two sides of sheet. Polish language.
Contents: List of names of 395 individuals registered with KZ in Ludwigsdorf on 14 July 1947, mostly liberated from Ludwigsdorf and Waldenburg concentration camps, fragment of list of names (No. 119-162) of persons registered with KZ in Friedland (Mieroszow) of 9 September 1945, list of names of 172 persons registered during another registration at KZ in Friedland (Mieroszow); the list contains mainly names of former inmates of Friedland and Halbstadt concentration camps, also camps in Parsznice, Heinichen, Gross-Rosen, Glowitz (probably Gliwitz), Dernau, Magdeburg, Krakow, Rehmsdorf, Koenigswusterhausen. Deleted: "concentration camp in Russia".

Vol. 23
Title: List of persons arriving from concentration camps
Time frame: 1945
Physical description: Preserved in good condition. 49 sheets, numbered in pencil, of typing and brown paper, typewritten on one side of sheet. Polish language.
Contents: List of names of 2617 persons registered with the Jewish Committee of 13 May liberated from concentration camps in Lower Silesia (the list shows the camp number, first and last names, last place of residence, nationality, year of birth and occupation), list of 127 persons registered with the Committee handling matters of former inmates of concentration camps in Bielawa dated 17 July 1945 (the list shows first and last names, profession, occupation, possibly reasons for no occupation, remarks).

**Vol. 24**
Title: Lists of names of persons repatriated from USSR and miscellaneous
Time frame: 1946
Physical description: Preserved in good condition. 141 sheets, numbered in pencil, of typing and onionskin paper, typewritten on one side of sheet. Polish language.
Contents: List of "remaining" Jews registered with KZ in Boguszow in October 1946, list of names of 83 Jews registered with KZ in Bialy Kamien of 21 August 1946, list of names of 109 persons registered with KZ in Bialy Kamien on 1 December 1946, list of names of 226 Jewish persons residing in Kamienna Gora on 1 December 1946 (divided in 4 transports), list of 5 individuals arriving from Boguszow in November and December 1946, list of names of persons registered with KZ in Sobiecin in November 1946, list of Jews newly arrived from Pietrolesie (Pieszyce) in November 1946, list of former inmates of concentration camps registered in Jelenia Gora (undated), list of Jewish population repatriated from USSR residing in the area of Kamienna Gora (undated), complementary list of persons arrived in Swidnica in May and June 1946 (k. 34-35), list of 594 repatriates arrived in Swidnica by May 1946 ("transport 2"), list of repatriates arrived in Strzegom with Swierdlow transport of 19 June 1946, list of persons arrived from Strzegom with Czelabín transport of 14 July 1946, list of Jewish repatriates residing in Lubawka dated 19 November 1946, list of 422 of Jewish repatriates in Klodzk as of 31 July 1946, list of Jewish repatriates in Klodzk on 30 June 1946, "list of persons residing in 1939 in various towns whose number does not exceed 10"[?]? prepared in Ludwikow on 11 June 1946, list of 448 persons registered with KZ in Ludwikow in May 1946, list of Jewish population registered in the area of Peterswald (Pieszyce), list of 514 Jews registered with KZ in Swiebodice around August 1946.

**Vol. 25**
Title: Lists of registered persons
Time frame: 1947-1948
Physical description: Preserved in good condition. 69 sheets, numbered in pencil, of typing, brown poster and notebook paper, typewritten on one side of sheet. 20 pages of painstaking handwriting. Polish language.
Contents: List of Jewish population in Boguszow for 1947, list of Jewish living in Friedland (Mieroszow) of 29 April 1947, list of names of Jews registered with KZ in Jelenia Gora of 32 March 1947 (handwritten), list of 455 Jews in Nowa Ruda of 22 March
1947, list of Jews newly arrived in Nowa Ruda in December 1947, February, April, July, August, October and November 1948, list of persons arrived in Swidnica in January 1948, list of persons registered in Klodzk in February 1948 and from September to December 1948.

Vol. 26
Lists of repatriates registered in Bielawa
Time frame: 1946
Physical description: Preserved in good condition. 175 sheets, numbered in pencil, of typing and onionskin paper, typewritten on one side of the sheet. Polish language.
Contents: Lists of repatriates from USSR – Moscow, Woroszylograd, Molotow, Iwanowo, Udm. ASRR['?] districts, registered in Bielawa on various days of April 1946, list of expatriates from USSR – Samarkanda district, registered in Bielawa in July 1946 (approx. 500 persons), list of children of repatriates frp, USSR arrived from various districts and during various months from February to September 1946, lists of repatriates arrived from USSR registered on various days of April 1946 in Bielawa, list of repatriates arrived from USSR in April 1946 to Bielawa (48 persons), the same (83 persons). List of repatriates arrived in Bielawa from USSR before 10 June 1946 (the longest, approx. 1000 persons), lists of repatriates from USSR registered in Bielawa in September 1946, lists of Repatriates from USSR arrived in Bielawa on various days of February and March 1946. The lists contain standard data: first and last names, names of parents, year and place of birth, occupation, place of residence in 1939.

Vol. 27
Title: Lists of repatriates registered in Dzierzoniow
Time frame: 1946-1948
Physical description: Preserved in good condition. 142 sheets, numbered in pencil, of typing paper, onionskin and old forms typewritten on one side of the sheet. Polish language.
Contents: Undated list of names of 800 persons from the entire Lower Silesia deserving of packages, numerous undated lists from August and September 1946 of Jews residing in Rychbauch (Dzierzoniow), list of repatriates arrived from USSR in May 1946, residing in Rychbach (177 persons),. List of Jews registered with KZ in Dzierzoniow in February, March, April, May 1948, list of 739 children ages 8-14 in Dzierzoniow of July 1946. The lists contain standard data: first and last names, names of parents, year and place of birth, occupation, place of residence in 1939, some show present address as well.

Vol. 28
Title: Lists of repatriates registered in Legnica
Time frame: 1946-1948
Physical description: Preserved in good condition. 91 sheets, numbered in pencil, of typing paper and old German correspondence, written on one and two sides of sheet, partly handwritten (in it onionskin copy), partly typewritten. Polish language.
Contents: Lists of names of Jewish repatriates arrived in Legnica 19-20 June 1946 (181 persons), from 24 to 30 June 1946 (103 persons), 1 July 1946 (95 persons), 17-18 July 1946 (200 persons) 19-30 July 1946 (205 persons), 11-16 July 1946 (198 persons), 3-10 August 1946 (81 persons), 4-6 July 1946 (195 persons), 11-20 August 1946 (133 persons) 21-31 August 1946 (121 persons), 1-28 February 1947 (39 persons) as well as in January (49 persons) and February 1948 (38 persons).
Lists contain standard data: first and last names, names of parents, year and place of birth, occupation, place of residence in 1939, present address.

**Vol. 29**
Title: Lists of repatriates registered in Walbrzych
Time frame: 1946-1949
Physical description: Preserved in good condition. 141 sheets, numbered in pencil, of typing and onionskin paper, typewritten on one side of sheet. Polish language.
Contents: list of Jews arrived in June 1946 (1087 persons), August 1946 (385 persons, fragment of list of Jews arrived in June 1946, list of Jews arrived to Walbrzych in September 1946 (367 persons, December 1946 (314 persons) January 1947 (206 persons), December 1947 (50 persons), April 1948 (460 persons), February 1949 (29 persons) list of people registered with KZ in Walbrzych according to place of origin, list of persons registered in Sobiecin and Bialy Kamien in February 1949 (5 persons), statistical table of population movement in the first quarter of 1949 in Legnica, as well ad several undated and untitled lists. The lists contain standard data: first and last names, names of parents, year and place of birth, occupation, place of residence in 1939, present address.

**Vol. 30**
Title: Lists of repatriates registered in Wroclaw
Time frame: 1946
Physical description: Preserved in fair condition. 237 sheets, numbered in pencil, of typing paper typewritten on one side of sheet. Polish language.
Contents: List of discharged Jewish soldiers registered in January 1946 in Wroclaw, list of persons registered in Wroclaw in March 1946 (1143 persons), April (1290 persons), list of repatriates arrived in Wroclaw 10-15 March 1946 (477 persons), 15-20 March (103 persons) 20-25 March (30 persons), 25-31 March (30 persons), 1-10 April (312 persons), 10-20 April (459 persons), 20-30 April (285 persons), 15-20 May (677 persons), 10-15 May (1225 persons). 1-10 May (1093 persons), 20-30 May 1946 (423 persons) and a number of undated and untitled lists, guiding lists, statistical data. The lists contain standard data: date of arrival number of registration and of the repatriation cards, first and last name, place of birth, occupation, place of residence in 1939, place of origin.

**Vol. 31**
Title: Lists of repatriates registered in Wroclaw
Time frame: 1946
Physical description: Preserved in good condition. 126 sheets, numbered in pencil, of typing paper, typewritten on one side of sheet. Polish language.

Contents: List of repatriates newly arrived in Wroclaw for the period of 1-10 June 1946 (372 persons), 10-15 June (1937 persons), 15 June-1 July (1927 persons). The lists contain standard data: date of arrival, number of registration and repatriation card, first and last names, year and place of birth, occupation, place of residence in 1939, place of origin.

**Vol. 32**

Title: Lists of repatriates registered in Wroclaw

Time frame: 1946-1947

Physical description: Preserved in good condition: a few loose rather damaged sheets; 209 sheets, numbered in pencil, of typing paper and old German forms (a dozen or so sheets) typewritten on one side of sheet. Polish language.

Contents: List of Jewish repatriates arrived in Wroclaw 1-10 July (300 persons), 20 July-1 August (530 persons, 1-10 August (532 persons), 10-20 August (347 persons). 10-20 September (226 persons), 20 August-1 September (338 persons, 20 September -1 October (fragment of list – 99 persons), 10-20 October (62 October), 1-10 October (167 persons) 1-10 September (208 persons) 20-31(sic) November (129 persons), 11-20 December (122 persons), 1-10 December (115 persons). 21-31 December 1946 (48 persons), 1-10 January 1947 (60 persons), 11-20 January (58 persons), 2-31 January (108 persons), 1-10 February (48 persons) as well as 10-20 February 1947 (66 persons). Lists contain standard data: date of arrival, number of registration, first and last names, names of parents, year and place of birth, occupation, place of residence in 1939, present address.

**Vol. 33**

Title: Lists of repatriates registered in various towns (several undated lists).

Time frame: 1946(?)-1947

Physical description: Preserved in fair condition, part of sheets quite fragile and torn. 73 sheets, numbered in pencil, of typing paper (a few old German forms), typewritten on one side of sheet (a few on both sides). Polish language.

Contents: Undated alphabetical list of 221 persons from Wroclaw[?] fragments of various other lists from Wroclaw, probably of repatriates from the years 1946-1947; these lists show standard data for registration lists: registration number, first and last names, names of parents, ear and place of birth, occupation, place of residence in 1939, present address. In addition, a list of names of 591 Jewish settlers from Zagorze (Pilawa Gorna) – (data: first and last names, names of parents, date of birth, address in Zagorze); fragment of alphabetical list of Jews in Swiebodzice based on registration of May 1947 [up to number 312: Szpigelman].

**Vol. 34**

Title: Index of settlers, A-S

Time frame: (1946?)
Physical description: Preserved in very good condition. 208 sheets, numbered in pencil, of typing paper, typewritten on one side of sheet. Polish language.
Contents: List of Jews registered in Lower Silesia, in alphabetical order: under consecutive letters, by geography location: Klodzko, Nowa Ruda, Bystrzyca, Duszniki, Ludwikowo (Ludwikowice), Bialy Kamien, Sobiecin, Friedland (Mieroszow), Gluszyc, Jelenia Gora, Boza Gora (Boguszow), Zlotoryja, Chojnow, Jawor, Bielawa, Piotrolesie, Zabkowice, Zagorze (Pilawa Gorna), Niemcza, Swidnica, Swiebodzice, Strzegom, Lubawka, Bolkow, Zgorzelec, Luban, Zary, Ziebice, Brzeg, Legnica, Walbrzych, Dzierzoniouw (the list omits Wroclaw). Sheet 8 of letter A missing, mistakenly placed in unit 34, with copy. (check description above).

Vol. 36
Title: General record of registered persons, Nos. 4572-11138
Time frame: [1946?]
Physical description: Preserved in good condition, a few sheets frayed at ends. 124 sheets, numbered in pencil, of typing and onionskin paper, typed on one side of sheet. Polish language.
Contents: List of names of Jews registered with the Provincial KZ in Rychbach (Dzierzoniow) from No. 4572 to 11138. The undated and untitled list comprises the following data: registration number, first and last names, date and place of birth, place of residence in 1939, occupation; beginning with number 10000, also present address.

Vol. 37
Title: Statistical and descriptive report of Department
Physical description: Preserved in good condition. 90 sheets, numbered in pencil, of typing and onionskin paper typewritten on one side of sheet (two sheets typed on both sides). Polish language.
Contents: CKZP instructions regarding statistical reports, statistical lists of repatriates registered with individual committees of Lower Silesia from beginning of May 1946, report on arrival of transport of repatriates from Omsk, Czkalow and Kzyl-Orda, report on possibilities of settling in Olawa dated 17 May 1946, descriptive report on the activities of the Records and Statistics Department of WKZ from 1 January to December 1946. as well as for the entire year 1946, work plan for June 1956, explanation for statistical tables, descriptive report on the fellow countrymen department for the first semester of 1946 and for August, September, November and December 1946, several statistical data for July, September and October 1946. Statistics on registered Jews by latest place of residence prior to liberation, tabular data on the movement of repatriates, allotment of food, financial assistance, children's institutions, children's services, medical assistance for children, cultural, political and propaganda enterprises, cultural institutions, libraries, education, search for families, various statistical statements from KZ in Bielawa, KZ in Dzierzoniow, KZ in Strzegom and KZ in Zabkowice for November 1947, table of Jewish population in Lower Silesia dated 31 December 1948, population movement in the fourth quarter of 1948.
The reports contain, among other, the structure of the Department and its reorganization, work organization of the Department, activities of the records departments in the pertinent municipal and provincial committees, emigration wave, general data on the population movement, liquidation of KZ in Przemkow and Jar in September 1946, repatriation waves.

**Vol. 38**  
Title: Population statistical reports of the Department.  
Time frame: 1946  
Physical description: Preserved in good condition. 49 sheets, numbered in pencil, of typing and onionskin paper (one previously used form), typewritten on one side of sheet, part of table filled in handwriting. Polish language.  
Contents: Tabular statements of the Records and Statistics Department regarding natural movement of the Jewish population and Jews registered by occupation and sex for the consecutive months of 1946, occupational statistics for July 1946, number of Jewish population in individual committees in the consecutive months from July to December 1946 as well as statistical data on the persons searching for their families in that same period of time, additions and enclosures to the register by occupation and sex.

**Vol. 39**  
Title: Committee's statistical reports – Jews registered by place of residence prior to liberation.  
Time frame: 1945-1946  
Physical description: Preserved in good condition. 39 sheets, numbered in pencil, of mostly typing paper (a few sheets of onionskin, notebook sheets and old forms used a few times), typewritten on one side, part of tables filled in handwriting. Polish language.  
Contents: Tabulated statements of Jews registered during consecutive months by last place of stay prior to liberation, tables from Pietrolesie (Pieszyce) from December 1945, from Ludwikowice, Rychbach (Dzierzoniow), Bielawa, Walbrzych, Pietrolesie for January 1946, from Kłodzko, Ludwikowice, Walbrzych, Wrocław, Pietrolesie, Gerszcze Puste (Gluszyca), Rychbach from February 1946, from Rychbach, Legnica, Ludwikowice, Walbrzych from March 1946, from Ludwikowice, Wrocław, Rychbach, Legnica, Pietrolesie and Zagorze (Pilawa Gorna) from April 1046, from Zagorze, Walbrzych, Ludwikowice, Bielawa, Pietrolesie, Legnica, Wrocław for May 1946, as well from Walbrzych for December 1946. Prevalent in all the statements is the category of repatriates, also a substantial number of people who survived in bunkers, in the woods, in the underground and in the army. There is also the statistical report on the activities of KZ in Rychbach in March 1946, questionnaire regarding repatriates from USSR in Gerszcze Puste of 13 March 1046, tabular statement of repatriates from Bielawa up to 19 April 1946, tabular data regarding search for families in Rychbach, list of persons from Legnica unfit for work.

**Vol. 40**
Title: Committees’ statistical reports – natural movement of Jewish population as well as registration by occupation and sex.
Time frame: 1945-1946
Physical description: Preserved and very good condition. 40 sheets, numbered in pencil, of typing sheets (a few sheets of onionskin and old German ones), typewritten on one side of sheet; part of tables filled in handwriting. Polish language.
Contents: Statistical tables prepared for the consecutive months from December 1945 to March 1946 regarding natural movement of Jewish population (table 1) and number of Jews registered by occupation and sex (table 2). Tables sent to WKZ by departments or offices of records and statistics from KZ in Walbrzych, Pietrolesie (Pieszyce), Rychbach (Dzierzoniow), Ludwikowice, Klodzko, Bielawa, Jelenia Gora, Wroclaw, Zagorze (Pilawa Gorna) and Legnica. In addition, tables regarding homes for the aged and common lodging houses sent by KZ in Klodzko.

Vol. 41
Title: Committees’ statistical reports on population (table 1)
Time frame: 1946-1947
Physical description: preserved in fair condition. 118 sheets, numbered in pencil, of various types of paper (typing, old German forms typewritten on one side of sheet, notebook paper and onionskin) typewritten on one side of sheet, a few tables filled by hand. Polish language.
Contents: Statistical statements containing movement of repatriates (table 1a), natural movement of Jewish population (table 1), Jews registered during consecutive months reported on according to last place of stay prior to liberation (manner of survival), sex and age (table 2), repatriates by sex and age (table 3a), decadal questionnaires, lists of nursing mothers, statistical data on clinics (table 23), medical care (table 22) from KZ in Chojnow, Frybork (Swiebodzice) Rychbach (Dzierzoniowy), Jawor, Jelenia Gora, Kamienna Gora, Legnica and Lubania. Statistical statements mainly for June and July 1946. In addition, lists of repatriated children in Rychbach (undated), KZ workers, children in kindergarten and semi-boarding schools in Jawor dated 1 September 1946, lists of children and elderly from KZ in Frybork, lists of Jewish population registered in Kamienna Gora for 1 September and 1 November 1946, also 1 March 1047, list of Jewish workers in Legnica for 15 July 1946, list of Jewish residents of Luban and Jews of Ludwikowice unfit to work.

Vol. 42
Title: Committees' population statistical reports (table 2)
Time frame: 1946
Physical description: Preserved in fair condition, a part of loose sheets frayed. 111 sheets, numbered in pencil, of mostly typing paper, typewritten on one side of sheet, part of tables handwritten. Polish language.
Contents: Statistical data comprising movement of repatriates (table 1a), natural movement of Jewish population (table 1), Jews registered in successive months
reported on by sex and occupation (table 2), Jews registered in successive months reported on by last place of stay prior to liberation (manner of survival), sex and age (table 3), repatriates by sex and age (table 3a), decadal questionnaire, statistic data on the movement of children in children's shelters, material and financial assistance at KZ in Pietrolesie (Pieszyce), Swiebodzice, Strzegom, Swidnica (pp. 43-64), Walbrzych, Wroclaw and Zlotoryja. Statements concern mainly July, August and September 1046. In addition, list of repatriates arrived to Swiebodzice prior to 15 May 1946, lists of children (and) the elderly from Swiebodzice, list of discharged soldiers registered with KZ in Swiednica, list of names of children at KZ in Swidnica, additional list of children at KZ in Walbrzych, list of children and the elderly registered in Wroclaw in June and July 1946, list of pregnant women in Zlotoryja.

Vol. 43
Title: Statistical reports on the population for the month of July.
Time frame: 1946
Physical description: Preserved in very good condition. 175 sheets, numbered in pencil, of mostly typing paper (also onionskin, old forms, etc.) typewritten on one side of sheet, part of tables filled in handwriting. Polish language.
Contents: Tabular statistical statements prepared for CKZP encompassing the following matters: 1) Jews registered by occupation and sex, 2) Jews registered by last place of stay prior to liberation, as well as sex and age, 3) movement of repatriates, 4) repatriates by occupation and sex, 5) repatriates by sex and age, 6) natural movement of Jewish population, 7) search for families. Reports concern the months of July 1046 and were sent by departments of records and statistics of KZ in Bystrzyca, Bielawa, Bialy Kamien, Dzierzoniow, Klodzko, Kamienna Gora, Ladek, Legnica, Lubawka, Luban, Ludwikowice, Niemcza, Nowa Ruda, Puszczykow, Pietrolesie (Pieszyce), Swidnica (K. 121-124), Swiebodzice, Strzegom, Sobiecina, Wroclaw, Walbrzych, Solice Dolne, Gluszyca, Ziebice, Zlotoryja, Zagorz (Pilawa Gorna) and Zary.

Vol. 44
Title: Statistical reports on the population for the month of August
Time frame: 1946
Physical description: Preserved in good condition. 58 sheets, numbered in pencil, of typing paper (a few other) typewritten on one side of sheet, part of tables filled in handwriting. Polish language.
Contents: Tabular statistical statements prepared for CKZP comprising the following matters: 1) Jews registered by occupation and sex, 2) Jews registered by last place of stay prior to liberation, as well as sex and age, 3) search of families. The reports cover the month of August 1946 and were sent by the departments of records and statistics of KZ in Bialy Kamien, Bielawa, Bystrzyca, Dzierzoniow, Duszniki, Frydland (Mieroszow), Gluszyca, Jawor, Jelenia Gora, Klodzko, Kamienna Gora, Lubawka, Luban, Ludwikowice, Legnica, Niemcza, Nowa Sol, Nowa Ruda, Puszczykow, Pietrolesie (Pieszyce), Swiebodzice, Strzegom, Sobiecina, Swidnica (k. 44-45), Wroclaw, Walbrzych, Ziebice, Zlotoryja, Zagorz (Pilawa Gorna) and Zary.
Vol. 45
Title: Statistical reports on the population for the month of October
Time frame: 1946
Physical description: Preserved in good condition. 61 sheets, numbered in pencil, of typing paper (a few sheets of onionskin and note-book sheets, also used-over forms) typewritten on one side of sheet, part or tables filled in handwriting. Polish language.
Contents: Tabular statistical statements prepared by CKZP, encompassing the following matters: 1) general number of Jewish population, 2) natural movement of Jewish population, 3) movement of repatriates. The reports cover the months of October 1946 and were sent by the departments of records and statistics of KZ in Bystrzyca, Bolkow, Bielawa, Dzierzoniow, Duszniki, Frydland (Mieroszow), Gluszyca, Jawor, Jelenia Gora, Kamienna Gora, Klodzk, Lubawka, Luban, Legnica, Nowa Sol, Nowa Ruda, Pietrolesie (Pieszyce), Sobiecin, Strzegom, Swiebodzice, Swidnica (pp. 44-46), Wyganow, Walbrzych, Wroclaw, Ziebice, Zabkowice, Zary and Zagorz (Pilawa Gorna).

Vol. 46
Title: Committees' statistical reports – miscellaneous for the month of October
Time frame: 1946
Physical description: Preserved in good condition. 99 sheets, numbered in pencil, of various types of paper typewritten on one side of sheet, some tables filled in handwriting, sine gabdwritten sheets. Polish language.
Contents: Tabular statistical statements prepared for CKZP encompassing the following matters: 1) Jews registered by occupation and sex, 2) natural movement of Jewish population, 3) movement of repatriates, 4) repatriates by occupation and sex, 5) care of repatriates, 6) Jews registered by last place of stay prior to liberation, as well as sex and age. The reports concern the month of October 1946 and were sent by the departments of records and statistics of KZ in Bielawa, Bialy Kamien, Brzeg, Bystrzyca, Dzierzoniow, Duszniki, Frydland (Mieroszow), Gluszyca, Jawor, Jelenia Gora, Kamienna Gora, Klodzk, Lubawka, Luban, Legnica, Nowa Ruda, Pietrolesie (Pieszyce), Sobiecin, Swiebodzice, Strzegom. Wroclaw. Walbrzych. Zlotoryja. Ziebice. Zabkowice. Zary and Zagorz (Pilawa Gorna).

Vol. 47
Title: Committees' statistical reports – miscellaneous for the month of November (part 1)
Time frame: 1946
Physical description: Preserved in good condition. 73 sheets, numbered in pencil, of various types of paper, typewritten on one side of sheet, part of tables filled in handwriting. Polish language.
Contents: Tabular statistical statements prepared for CKZP encompassing the following matters: 1) search of families, 2) Jews registered by occupation and sex, 3) number of Jewish population, 4) movement of repatriates, 5) Jews registered by last place of stay prior to liberation, as well as sex and age, 6) financial assistance, 7) repatriates by sex
and age. 8) movement of Jewish population. The reports cover the month of November 1946 and were sent by the departments of records and statistics of KZ in Bolkow, Bielawa, Bystrzyca, Bialy Kamien, Brzeg, Duszniki, Dzierzoniow, Frydland (Mieroszow), Gloszyca, Chojnow, Jelenia Gora, Jawor and Klodzko.

**Vol. 48**
Title: Committees' statistical reports – miscellaneous for the month of November (part 2)
Time frame: 1946
Physical description: Preserved in good condition. 111 sheets, numbred in pencil, of various types of paper typewritten on one side of sheet, part of tables filled in handwriting. Polish language.
Contents: Tabular statistical statements prepared for CKZP encompasses the following matters: 1) care for expatriates, 2) funds received for the care of expatriates, 3) movement of repatriates, 4) repatriates registered by occupation and sex, 5) repatriates by sex and age, 6) search of families, 7) Jews registered by occupation and sex, 8) movement of Jewish population. The reports concern the month of November 1946 and were sent by the departments of records and statistics of KX in Klodzko, Kamienna Gora, Luban, Ludwikowice, Lubawka, Legnica, Niemczy, Nowa Sol, Nowa Ruda, Pietrolesie (Pieszyce), Sobiecin, Swiebodzice, Strzegom, Swidnica (k. 68-71), Walbrzych, Wroclaw, Zabkowice, Zary, Ziebice and Zlotoryja.

**Vol. 49**
Title: Committees' statistical reports – miscellaneous for the month of December
Time frame: 1946
Physical description: Preserved in good condition. 189 sheets, numbered in pencil, of various paper typewritten on one side of sheet, part of tables filled in handwriting, a few handwritten sheets. Polish language.
Contents: Tabular statistical statements prepared for CKZP encompasses the following matters: 1) Jews registered by occupation and sex, 2) natural movement of Jewish population, 3) movement of repatriates, 4) repatriates by occupation and sex, 5) care for expatriates, 6) Jews registered by last place of stay prior to liberation, as well as sex and age, 7) funds received for care of repatriates, 8) number of Jewish population, 9) search of families, 10) repatriates by sex and age. The reports concern the month of December 1946 and were sent by the departments of records and statistics of KZ in Brzeg, Bielawa, Bystrzyca, Bolkow, Bialy Kamien, Dzierzoniow, Duszniki, Frydland (Mieroszow), Jawor, Jelenia Gora, Klodzk, Kamienna Gora, Lubawka, Luban, Ludwikowice, Legnica, Nowa Ruda, Niemczy, Nowa Sol, Pietrolesie (Pieszyce), Swidnica (k. 130-132), Swiebodzice, Strzegom, Wroclaw, Walbrzych, Zagorze (Pila Gorna), Zabkowice, Ziebice, Zlotoryja and Zary.

**Vol. 50**
Title: Committees' statistical reports –"dekadowy" [decadal, probably referring to a ten-day period.? questionnare
Time frame: 1946
Physical description: Preserved in good condition. 139 sheets, numbered in pencil, of paper of various types and formats, written on one side of sheet, partly typewritten, partly handwritten. Polish language.
Contents: Statements prepared by the departments of records and statistics of the local Jewish committees for successive periods of October, November and December 1946. Questionnaire contains the following dat: general number of population (divided by sex), number of repatriates, children (where they live), number of working people and those unfit for work, number of cooperatives and partners therein. Questionnaires sent from KZ in Bystrzyca, Boza Gora (Boguszow), Bialy Kamien, Brzeg, Dzierzon, Frydland (Mieroszow), Klodzko, Gluszyca, Chojnow, Jawor, Jelenia Gora, Ludwikowice, Luban, Lubawka, Legnica, Nowa Sol, Niemcza, Nowa Ruda, Pietrolesie (Pieszyce), Sobiecin, Swidnica (pp. 95-102, Wroclaw, Walbrzych, Zary, Ziebice, Zlortoryja, Zabkowice.

Vol. 51
Title: Committees' statistical reports – periodic questionnaire
Time frame: 1947
Physical description: Preserved in good condition. 57 sheets, numbered in pencil, of paper of various types and various formats, written on one side of sheet, typewritten, several handwritten pages. Polish language.
Contents: The statements prepared by the departments of records and statistics of local Jewish committees for successive periods of January and February 1947. The questionnaire contains the following date: general number of inhabitants (divided by sex), number of repatriates, children (where they live), number of working people and those unfit for work, number of cooperatives and partners therein. Questionnaires sent from KZ in Strzegom, Boza Gora (Boguszow), Bialy Kamien, Ziebice, Swidnica, Luban, Klodzko, Zlortoryja, Zary, Zabkowice, Jelenia Gora, Legnicva, Walbrzych, Nowa Ruda, Gluszyca, Chojnow, Sobiecin, Ziebice, Bielawa, Pietrolesie and Lubawka.

Vol. 52
Title: Population statistical reports for the month of January
Time frame: 1947
Physical description: Preserved in good condition. 183 sheets, numbered in pencil, of various types of paper (mostly typing) typewritten on one side of sheet, some tables filled in handwriting, several handwritten pages. Polish language.
Contents: Tabular statistical statements prepared for CKZP encompassing the following matters: 1) Jews registered by occupation and sex, 2) natural movement of Jewish population, 3) movement of repatriates, 4) repatriates by occupation and sex, 5) care for expatriates, 6) Jews registered by last place of stay prior to liberation as well as sex and age, 7) number of Jewish population, 8) search for families, 9 repatriates by sex and age. The reports concern the month of January 1947 and were sent by the departments of records and statistics of KZ in Bielawa, Bolkow, Brzeg, Bialy Kamien, Dzierzoniow, Duszniki, Frydland (Mieroszow), Gluszyca, Jelenia Gora, Jawor, Klodzk, Kamienna Gora,
Ludwikowice, Luban, Legnica, Lubawka, Nowa Ruda, Nowa Sol, Niemcza, Pietrolesie, Sobiecin, Swidnica (pp. 130-132), Strzegom, Wroclaw, Walbrzych, Zagorze (Pilawa Gorna), Zabkowice, Ziebice, Zlotoryja and Zary.

Vol. 53
Title: Committees' statistical reports the population for the month of February
Time frame: 1947
Physical description: Preserved in good condition. 150 sheets, numbered in pencil, of paper of various kinds and formats, mostly typewritten on one side of sheet, some tables filled in handwriting. Polish language.
Contents: The tabular statistical statements prepared for CLZP encompassing the following matters: 1) Jews registered by occupation and sex, 2) natural movement of Jewish population, 3) movement of repatriates, 4) repatriates by occupation and sex, 5) care of repatriates, 6) Jews registered by last place of stay prior to liberation, as well as occupation and sex, 7) number of Jewish population, 8) search for families, 9) repatriates by sex and age. The reports concern the period February 1947 and were sent by the departments of records and statistics of KZ in Bialy Kamien, Bielawa, Bolkowa, Dzierzoniew, Frydland (Mierszow), Gluszyca, Jelenia Gora, Jawor, Klodzk, Kamienna Gorze, Zabkowice, Legnica, Nowa Ruda, Nowa Sol, Niemcza, Sobiecin, Pietrolesie (Pieszyce), Strzegom, Swidnica (pp. 115-132), Walbrzych, Wroclaw, Zlotoryja, Ziebice, Zgorzelec and Zary. In addition, descriptive report of the Department of Records and Statistics of KZ in Bolkow for February 1947, lists of names of Jews and Jewish children registered in Bolkow for February 1947 as well as lists of Jews registered with KZ in Zabkowice in February 1947.

Vol. 54
Title: Committees' statistical reports on the population for the month of March
Time frame: 1947
Physical description: Preserved in good condition. 98 sheets, numbered in pencil, of paper of various kinds and formats, mostly typewritten on one side of sheet, some tables filled in handwriting. Polish language.
Contents: The tabular statistical statements prepared for CKZP encompassing the following matters: 1) Jews registered by occupation and sex, 2) natural movement of Jewish population, 3) movement of repatriates, 4) repatriates by occupation and sex, 5) care of repatriates, 6) Jews registered by last place of stay prior to liberation, as well as sex and age, 7) number of Jewish population, 8) search for families, 9) repatriates by sex and age.
Reports relate to the month of March 1947 and were sent by the departments of records and statistics of KZ in Boguszow, Bielawa, Bialy Kamien, Bolkowa, Gluszyca, Dzierzoniew, Duszniki, Frydland (Mierszow), Chojnowa, Jelenia Gora, Jawor, Kamienn Gora, Klodzk, Ludwikowice, Luban, Lubawka, Legnica, Pietrolesie, Nowa Ruda, Nowa Sol, Niemcza, Swidnica (pp. 74-76), Walbrzych, Zagorze (Pilawa Gorna), Zlotoryja, Ziebice, Zgorzelec and Zary.
Vol. 55
Title: Statistical reports on population for the month of November
Time frame: 1947
Physical description: Preserved in good condition. 60 sheets, numbered in pencil, of paper of various types and formats, typewritten on one side of sheet, some tables filled by hand.
Polish language.
Contents: The tabular statistical statements prepared for CKZP encompassing the following matters: 1) Jews registered by occupation and sex; 2) natural movement of Jewish population, 3) movement of repatriates, 4) Jews by sex and age. Reports concern the month of November 1947 and were sent by departments of records and statistics of KZ in Boguszow, Bolkow, Bystrzycyka, Gluszyca, Jelenia Gora, Jawor, Kamienna Gora, Klodko, Lubawka, Legnica, Nowa Sol, Nowa Ruda, Sobiecin, Pieszyce, Walbrzych, Zagorze (Plawa Gorna) Zlotoryja and Zary.

Vol. 56
Title: Statistical reports on population for the month of December
Time frame: 1947
Physical description: Preserved in good condition. 77 sheets, numbered in pencil, of paper of various types and formats, typewritten on one side of sheet, some tables filled by hand, several handwritten sheets. Polish language.
Contents: The tabular statements prepared for CKZP encompassing the following matters: 1) Jews registered by occupation and sex, 2) natural movement of Jewish population, 3) number of Jewish population, 4) Jews by sex and age, and sporadically other tables. Reports concern the month of December 1947 and were sent by departments of records and statistics KZ in Bielawa, Bialy Kamien, Bystrzycyka, Brzeg, Duszniki, Dierzoniow, Gluszyca, Jelenia Gora, Jawor, Kamienna Gora, Klodzk, Legnica, Nowa Ruda, Nowa Sol, Pieszyce, Strzegom, Sobiecin, Swidnica (pp.. 54-56), Wabrzych, Wroclaw, Zgorzele, Zary, Zlotoryja, Zabkowice and Zagorz (Plawa Gorna).

Vol. 57
Title: Committees' statistical reports on population
Time frame: 1948-1949
Physical description: Preserved in good condition. 111 sheets, numbered in pencil, of paper of various kinds and formats, typewritten on one side of sheet, some tables filled by hand, several handwritten sheets. Polish language.
Contents: The tabular statistical statements encompassing the following matters: 1) Jews registered by occupation and sex, 2) natural movement of Jewish population, 3) number of Jewish population, 4) Jews by sex and age and sporadically other tables. The reports concern several months of 1947 and 1948 (mostly February 1948) and were sent by departments of records and statistics of KZ in Bielawa (February 1948 as well as the third and fourth quarters of 1948), Bystrzycyka (February, March 1948, fourth quarter of 1948), Bolkow (February, March, August and September 1948) Brzeg (February 1948), Dzierzoniow (January-July, September 1948 and fourth quarter of 1948), Gluszyca
(February 1948), Jawor (February, March 1948) Jelenia Gora (February-September, November, December 1948, January-March 1949), Kamienna Gora (February-May, July 1948. In addition, list of Jews registered in Bielawa in February 1948.

**Vol. 58**
**Title:** Committees' statistical reports on population
**Time frame:** 1948-1949
**Physical description:** Preserved in good condition. 164 sheets, numbered in pencil, of paper of various types and formats typewritten on one side of sheet, some tables filled by hand. Polish language.
**Contents:** The tabular statistical statements prepared for CKZP encompassing the following: 1) Jews registered by occupation and sex, 2) natural movement of Jewish population, 3) number of Jewish population, 4) Jews by sex and age and sporadically other tables. Reports concern various months of 1947 and 1948 (mostly February 1948) and were sent by departments of records and statistics of KZ in Klodzka (April 1948, fourth quarter of 1948), Legnica (February, March 1948, third and fourth quarters of 1948) Lubawka (October 1948, third quarter of 1948, first and second quarters of 1949, June 1949), Nowa Sol (February-May 1948, third and fourth quarters of 1948), Nowa Ruda (April, May, July, August, September, December 1948), Pieszyce (February, April-September 1948), Strzegom (February, September 1948, third quarter of 1948), Swiednica (February, March 1948, third and fourth quarters of 1948) (pp. 71-81), Walbrzych (January, March-August, October, November December 1948), Zary (March-June 1948, second quarter of 1948 and first quarter of 1949), Zagorze (Pilawa Gorna), (January 1948), Zabkowice (March and December 1948) and Wroclaw (January, March 1948, third quarter of 1948. In addition, records of meetings of the KZ presidium in Walbrzych of 1 and 19 October 1948.

**Vol. 59**
**Title:** Minutes of meetings and reports from associations of fellow countrymen [Polish word **ziomkostwo**]
**Time frame:** 1946-1949
**Physical description:** Preserved in good condition. 79 sheets, numbered in pencil, of typing and onionskin paper typewritten on one side of sheet. Polish language
**Contents:** Short outline of events in the Jewish society in Pilzno during the time of war until 1946, a list of Jews living in Pilzno until the war time and presently living in the Recovered Territories, minutes of meeting of of Piotrkow natives residing in Lower Silesia, minutes of meetings of the Administration of the Piotrkow Circle on 4 April and 5 May 1947, reports on distribution of financial aid among Piotrkow natives, minutes of meeting of the administration of Malopolska [Galicia] Fellow Countrymen Circles, minutes of meeting of natives of of Zamoscie on November 1947, complaint against the Committee of Stanislawow Jews in Bytom, reports of WKZ Department of Records for April 1947, tabular statements of the number of Jewish population in April 1947, minutes of meeting of Stanislawow natives of April 1947, minutes of general meetings of Stanislawow Jews in Wroclaw and meetings of the administration of the Stanislawow
fellow countrymen association (herein interesting reports on the Holocaust, among others), minutes of regional meeting of the Stanislawow fellow countrymen of December 1947, minutes of a conference of the Siedlce fellow countrymen association, minutes of general meeting of the Tarnogrod fellow countrymen association.

**Vol. 60**
Title: Correspondence regarding fellow countrymen associations [ziomkostwo]
Time frame: 1946-1948
Physical description: Preserved in good condition. 52 sheets, numbered in pencil, of typing and onionskin paper, typewritten on one side of sheet. Polish language.
Contents: Minutes of meeting of the delegates of Lower Silesia Fellow Countrymen of 14 July 1947, correspondence with the Joint Department of Fellow Countrymen in Warsaw during the period of September 1946 to August 1948. The correspondence deals mostly with the contents of lists of surviving Jews for individual localities in the East (Orla, Wisniowec, Luck, Jedwabno, Tyczyn, Wysokie Maz., Opole, Sierdz, Pinczow, etc.) bases for their creation, applications for financial assistance from USA, individual matters of families Wachtel, Szpigelman, search for other people.

**Vol. 61**
Title: Fellow countrymen associations – lists of Jews by former place of residence – letter A
Time frame: 1946
Physical description: Preserved in good condition. 6 sheets, numbered in pencil, of reused forms typewritten on one side of sheet. Polish language.
Contents: List of Jews former inhabitants of Augustow, presently living in Lower Silesia, of September 1946 (33 persons), former inhabitants of Aleksandrow Lodzki (44 persons), Annopole (8 persons), Aleksandrow Kujawski (9 persons).

**Vol. 62**
Title: Fellow countrymen associations – list of Jews by former place off residence – letter B
Physical description: Preserved in good condition. 183 sheets, numbered in pencil, of mostly typing and onionskin paper typewritten on one side of sheet. Polish language.
Contents: Lists of persons presently (1946) living in Lower Silesia, former residents of: Bedzin (mostly), Bielsk Podlaski, Biala Podlaska, Bialystok, Brok on Bug, Dziekanow, Bilgoraj, Brzesc on Bug, Buczacz, Busko Zdroj, Bransk, Bilgoraj, Baranowicze, Bielsko and Biala, Borysław, Dubiecko, Belchatow, Bychow (Lublin prov.), Bereznica (Warsw prov.), Berezno (Wilno prov.), Bircza, Bereza Kartuska, Brzeziny (Lodz prov., Blaszk, Dubieczno (Lublin prov.), Bukowsk. Most of the lists refer to the entire Lower Silesia, some specific localities (for instance, Dzierzoniow, Walbrzych, Wroclaw). In addition, lists of Jews inhabitants of Walbrzych in July and August 1946, set up by towns of origin.

**Vol. 63**
Title: Fellow countrymen associations – lists of Jews by former place of residence –
letter C
Time frame: 1946
Physical description: Preserved in good condition. 84 sheets, numbered in pencil, of mostly typing and onionskin paper typewritten on one sheet. Polish language.
Contents: Lists of persons presently (1946) living in Lower Silesia, former residents of the following towns: Checiny, Czestochowa, Ciechanow, Chmielnik, Chodycz, Chomsk (Brzesk province), Cycow (Lublin prov.), Chorzele (Warsaw prov.). Czarny Dunajec, Chorzow, Czeladz, Czudec, Chelm, Rejowiec and Chelm province. Most of the lists refer to the entire Lowe Silesia, some specific localities. Also, a list of 72 persons residing in Szczecin (undated).

Vol. 64
Title: Fellow countrymen associations – lists of Jews by former place of residence – letter D
Time frame: 1946
Physical description: Preserved in good condition. 40 sheets, numbered in pencil, of various types of paper, typewritten on one side of sheet. Polish language.
Contents: Names of persons presently (1946) living in Lower Silesia, former residents of the following towns: Drohobycz, Drohiczn Poleski, Drohiczn Lacki, Dialoszyce, Druskinniki, Dubienko, Dolginow, Dialosyn, Dobrzyn, Dobra (Krakow prov.), Davidogrodek, Dzisna (Wilno prov.), Dokszyce, Dabrowa Gornica, Dabrowice (Wolyn prov.) Dlugosiodlo (Warsaw prov.), Deblin, Dorohusk (Lublin prov.), Druja (Wilno prov.), Dziedzice, Ejszyszki (Wilno prov.).

Vol. 65
Title: Fellow countrymen associations – lists of Jews by former place of residence – letter F
Time frame: 1946
Physical description: preserved in good condition. 4 sheets, numbered in pencil, of reused forms typewritten on one side of sheet. Polish language.
Contents: Lists of persons living presently (1946) in Lower Silesia, former residence of Falenica and Frampole.

Vol. 66
Title: Fellow countrymen associations – lists of Jews by former place of residence – letter G
Time frame: 1946-1947
Physical description: Preserved in good condition. 21 sheets, numbered in pencil, of mostly typing paper, typewritten on one side of sheet. Polish language.
Contents: list of Jewish residents of Gaj from July 2946, lists of persons living presently (1946-1947) in Lower Silesia, former residents of Grojec, Glebokie (Wilno prov.), Goworowo (Warsaw prov.), Grabowiec (Lublin prov.), Grodno.
Vol. 67
Title: Fellow countrymen associations – lists of Jews by former place of residence – letter H-Ch
Physical description: Preserved in good condition. 28 sheets, numbered in pencil, of various types of paper, typewritten on one side of sheet. Polish language.
Contents: Lists of former residents of Hrubieszow and Horodenka, presently (1946-1947) living in Lower Silesia. In addition, list of former Jewish residents of Horodenka presently living in Szczecin.

Vol. 68
Title: Fellow countrymen associations – lists of Jews by former place of residence – letter I
Time frame: 1946
Physical description: Preserved in good condition. 7 sheets, numbered in pencil, of wrapping paper and onionskin, typewritten on one side of sheet. Polish language.
Contents: List of former residents of Izbica living presently (26 June 1946) in Lower Silesia.

Vol. 69
Title: Fellow countrymen associations – lists of Jews by former place of residence – letter J
Time frame: 1946-1947
Physical description: Preserved in good condition. 54 sheets, numbered in pencil, of mostly typing paper, typewritten on one side of sheet. Polish language.
Contents: Lists of persons living presently (1946-1947) in Lower Silesia, former residents of the following towns: Jaroslaw, Jadow (Warsaw prov.), Janow Podlaski, Najow (Sokolka prov.), Janow Lubelski, Jedrzejow, Jedyniec, Jozefow Lubelski.

Vol. 70
Title: Fellow countrymen associations – lists of Jews by former place of residence – letter K
Time frame: 1946-1947
Physical description: Preserved in good condition, part of loose sheets quite frayed. 141 sheets, numbered in pencil, of different types of paper (mostly typing), typewritten on one side of sheet. Polish language.
In addition, list of members of Kalusz natives association in Poland, minutes of meeting of citizens of Kalusz of 1 January 1947, questionnaire regarding towns and places of origin.
Vol. 71
Title: Fellow countrymen associations – lists of Jews by former place of residence – letter L
Time frame: 1946-1947
Physical description: Preserved in good condition: 194 sheets, numbered in pencil, of various types of paper, typewritten on one side of sheet. Polish language.

Vol. 72
Title: Fellow countrymen associations – lists of Jews by former place of residence – letter (slashed) L
Time frame: 1946-1947
Physical description: Preserved in good condition. 61 sheets, numbered in pencil, of various types of paper (mostly typing) typewritten on one side of sheet. Polish language.
Contents: Lists of names of persons living at present (1946-1947) in Lower Silesia, former residents of: [translator’s note: all the following names of town begin with "slashed" letter L] Luniniec (Polesie), Lukow, Lancut, Luck, Lodz province, Laszczow (Lublin prov.), Leczyca, Lowicz, Losice, Lomza, Lomazy and Laszczow. In addition, list of former residents of Lomaz now (24 December 1946) living in Szczecin, minutes No. 6 of meeting of the board of the Circle of Lancut Citizens residing in Lower Silesia of 18 May 1947.

Vol. 73
Title: Fellow countrymen associations – lists of Jews by former place of residence – letter M
Time frame: 1946-1947
Physical description: Preserved in good condition. 65 sheets, numbered in pencil, of various types of paper (mostly typing), typewritten on one side of sheet. Polish language.
Contents: Lists of names of persons living at present (1946-1947) in Lower Silesia, former residents of: Mosciska, Miedzyrzec Podlaski, Miechow, Mosty Wielkie, Miory (Wilno prov.), Makow Mazowiecki, Trembowla, Mielnica (Tarnopol), Monasterzyska (Tarnopol), Myslenice, Mielec, Majdan Kolbuszowski, Mlawa, Malkinia, Minsk Mazowiecki, Myszyńcz [?] (Bialystok), Milovka, Mszyniec [?] (Bialystok), Mikulince (Tarnopol), Milosna, Mlynów (Wolyn), Muszyna, Mir (Stolbce prov.), Michalowo (Bialystok), Myszkow (Kielce), Maniewicze, Mszczonow, Mikaszewicze (Pinsk) and Maciejow.
Vol. 74
Title: Malopolska fellow countrymen associations – listing
Time frame: -
Physical description: Preserved in good condition. Two sheets of typing paper typewritten on both side of sheet. Polish language.
Contents: Alphabetical list of natives of Malopolska now living in Lower Silesia (undated).

Vol. 75
Title: Fellow countrymen associations – lists of Jews by former place of residence – letter N
Time frame: 1946
Physical description: Preserved in good condition. 44 sheets, numbered in pencil, of various types of paper, typewritten on one side of sheet. Polish language.

Vol. 76
Title: Fellow countrymen associations– lists of Jews by former place of residents – letter O
Time frame: 1946
Physical description: Preserved in good condition. 80 sheets, numbered in pencil, of mostly typing and onionskin paper, typewritten on one side of sheet. Polish language.
Contents: Lists of names of persons living at present (1946) in Lower Silesia, former residents of: Ozorkow, Oleszyce, Ostrog, Olkusz, Oświęcim, Ostrówiec Świętokrzyski, Oświęcim,, Otowock, Opatow, Oszmiany, Ostroleka, Dubno, Ostrow Mazowiecka [rather a large number], Opole Lubelskie, Ostroleka, Ostrow Lubelski, Osowo (Lubelskie), Okuniew (Warsaw prov.), Olszany, Obertyn (Stanisławow prov.), Opoczno, Ołyka (Wilno prov.), Otynia (Stanisławow). Lists mostly from December 1946, most of the lists do not refer to all of the Lower Silesia but rather to individual towns [for instance, Dzierżoniow, Bielawa, Walbrzych]. In addition, list of former residents of towns beginning with letter O registered in Dzierżoniow.

Vol. 77
Title: Fellow residents associations – lists of Jews by former place of residence – letter P
Time frame: 1946-1947
Physical description: preserved in good condition. 144 sheets, numbered in pencil, of various types of paper [mostly typing], typewritten on one side of sheet [a few on both]. Polish language.
Contents: Lists of names of persons living at present (1946-1947) in Lower Silesia, former residents of: Płock, Podbrodzie (Wilno prov.), Parczew, Perrehisco (Stanislawow), Plonsk, Pilica, Parysow, Pultusk [a particularly large number], Pabianice,
Podhajce (Tarnopol), Pinsk, Przemyslany, Pruszenice, Podwołoczyska, Przeworsk, Pilzno, Pinczow, Prasnysz, Skierniewice, Przemysl, Piotrkow Trybunalski, Piaski (Lublin), Piszczacz (province of Biala Podlaska), Przytyk, Pulawy, Pruchnik (Lwow). Poznan, Probozno, Proszowice (Kielce), Podwołoczyska (Tarnopol), Poniechow, Przedborz, Piaseczno, Podebice, P Panicow, Pruszkow, Przeclaw (Mielec prov.) and Zloty Potok (Tarnopol). Lists mostly from Decembe 1946, most of them do not refer to all of Lower Silesia but rather to individual towns. In addition, a letter from the Department of Records and Census of WKZ to CKZP regarding gifts for the Circle of Jews former residents of Pinsk [appropriation of gifts by Warsaw], minutes of meeting of delegates of Pinsk residents of 26 March 1947 from Wroclaw.

**Vol. 78**
Title: Fellow countrymen associations—lists of Jews by former place of residence—letter R
Time frame: 1946
Physical description: Preserved in good condition. 39 sheets, numbered in pencil, of various types of paper, typewritten on one side of sheet. Polish language.
Contents: Lists of names of persons living at present (1946) in various towns of Lower Silesia, former residents of: Rozany [Dzierzoniow, all of Lower Silesia], Rowne and surroundings [Wroclaw], Raszyn Podlaski [all of Lower Silesia], Radomsko [Dzierzoniow, Wroclaw]. In addition, list of former residents of towns beginning with letter R registered in Dzierzoniow.

**Vol. 79**
Title: Fellow countrymen associations—lists of Jews by former place of residence—letter S
Time frame: 1946
Physical description: Preserved in good condition. 116 sheets, numbered in pencil, of various types of paper [mostly typing], typewritten on one side of sheet. Polish language.
Contents: Lists of names of persons living at present (1946) in Lower Silesia, former residents of: Stolin, Stryj, Strzemieszycy, Suwalki, Szczecbrzeszin, Sierpce, Sarnaki (Lublin), Stanislawow, Siedlice, Sieradz. In addition, list of former residents of town beginning with letter S registered in Dzierzoniow.

**Vol. 80**
Title: Fellow countrymen associations—lists of Jews by former place of residence—letter S
Time frame: 1946-1947
Physical description: Preserved in good condition. 103 sheets, numbered in pencil, of typing, wrapping and other kind of paper, typewritten on one side of sheet, a few handwritten ones. Polish language.
Contents: Lists of names of persons living at present (194601947) in Lower Silesia, former residents of: Siedlice, Sierpce, Skierniewice, Ozorkow, Suwalki, Slonim, Slawatycze, Skalat (Tarnopol), Siedlischcze (Lublin), Sarny, Sarnaki, Sokolow Podlaski,
Sosnowiec, Stoczek and Stanislawow. In addition, list dated 30 July 1946 of Jews taken off the records of KZ in Sobiecin, record of financial assistance to residents of Suwalki.

Vol. 81
Title: Fellow countrymen associations – lists of Jews by former place of residence – letter T [actually U]
Time frame: 1946
Physical description: preserved in good condition. 7 sheets, numbered in pencil, of typing paper and old German forms, typewritten on one side of sheet. Polish language.
Contents: Lists of names of persons living at present (November-December 1946) in Lower Silesia, former residents of: Uscieczko, Uscilug, Ujscie Zielone (Tarnopol), Uchan, Ustrzyki Dolne and Ulanow (Lwow)

Vol. 82
Title: Fellow countrymen associations – lists of Jews by former place of residence – letter U [actually T]
Time frame: 1946-1947
Physical description: Preserved in good condition: 129 sheets, numbered in pencil, of various types of paper, typewritten on one side of sheet. Polish language.
Contents: Lists of names of persons living at present (1946-1947) in Lower Silesia, former residents of: Tarnow, Tomaszow Mazowiecki, Terespol, Tlumacz (Stanislawow), Tomaszow Lubelski, Prozany, Pulawy, Trembowla, Tarnopol, Tykocin, Tarnopol, Tarnogrod, Trzebinia, Turek on Stryj, Tranobrzeg, Tyszowce, Tluste, Turzysk, Tluszcza (Warsaw), Turzec (Lwow), Turobin, Tuczyn, Tyczyn and Tyszniencie. Also, list of former residents of towns beginning with letter T residing after the war in Dzierzoniowa.

Vol. 83
Title: Fellow countrymen associations – lists of Jews by former place of residence – letter W
Time frame: 1946-1947
Physical description: Preserved in good condition. 107 sheets, numbered in pencil, of various types of paper, typewritten on one side of sheet. Polish language.

Vol. 84
Title: Fellow countrymen associations – lists of Jews by former place of residence – Warsaw
Time frame: 1946
Physical description: Preserved in good condition. 12 sheets, numbered in pencil, of wrapping paper, typewritten on one side of sheet. Polish language.
Contents: Lists of former residents of Warsaw registered in Rychbach (Dzierzoniowa) Of May and June 1946.

Vol. 85
Title: Fellow countrymen associations – lists of Jews by former place of residence – letter Z
Time frame: 1946-1947
Physical description: Preserved in fair condition. 50 sheets, numbered in pencil, of typing and wrapping paper, typewritten on one side of sheet. Polish language.
Contents: Lists of names of persons living at present (mainly November and December 1946) in Lower Silesia, former residents of: Zaleszczyki, Zgierz, Zdunska Wola, Zbaraz, Zamosc, Zakopane, Zaklikow, Zbojno, Zelwa, Zdolbunow, Zambrow (Bialystok), Zakroczyzn, Zablutow (Tarnopol), Zabludow (Bialystok), Zator, Zborow, Zolkiewka, Zwolen, Zawiercie, Zuromin (Warsaw), Zydaczow, Zyrardow and Zagorze (Lwow).

Vol. 86
Title: Fellow countrymen associations – lists of Jews by former place of residence – letter (dotted) Z
Time frame: 1946
Physical description: Preserved in good condition. 7 sheets, numbered in pencil, of typing paper, typewritten on one side of sheet. Polish language.
Contents: Lists of names of persons living at present (August, October 1945) in Lower Silesia, former residents of: Zolkiew, Zloczow, Zywiec, Zwierzynie and Zelechow.

Vol. 87
Title: Fellow countrymen associations – various lists
Time frame: 1946
Physical description: Preserved in fair condition. 13 sheets, numbered in pencil, of typing paper, typewritten partly on one side of sheet, partly on both. Polish language.
Contents: correspondence from the WKZ Department of Records and Fellow Countrymen Associations [ziomkostwa] to the KZ Department of Records and Fellow Countrymen Associations in Wroclaw regarding aid for foreign fellow countrymen associations, list of names of former residents of Brody, Zloczow, Sasow, Zborow and Golgora residing in Walbrezych. List of persons registered with KZ in Zlotoryja by place of residence in 1939, list of repatriates in KZ in Zagorze [Pilawa Gorna] by last place of residence in 1939, list of names of Jews taken off the list of KZ in Sobiecin in October 1946, list of names of Jews registered with KZ in Sobiecin by last place of residence in 1939.

Vol. 88
Title: List of repatriates registered in Legnica according to fellow countrymen associations
Time frame: 1947
Physical description: Preserved in good condition. 51 sheets, numbered in pencil, of a two-sided form filled out in typewritten form. Polish language.
Contents: Lists of newly registered Jews by places of origin from May to end of December 1947. Also, list of children up to age 14 registered with KZ in Legnica in November 1947, list of former residents of Zolkwa living at present (April 1947) in Legnica.

Vol. 89
Title: Fellow countrymen associations by provinces
Time frame: [1946?]
Physical description: Preserved in good condition. 42 sheets, numbered in pencil, of typing paper, typewritten on one side of sheet. Polish language.
Contents: Alphabetical lists of Jews living in Wroclaw in March 1946 [?] set up according to provinces of origin of those persons. Uniform tables contain: last and first names, date and place of birth, occupation, present address in Wroclaw, parents’ names.

Vol. 90
Title: Lists of names of fellow countrymen – registration in each town of Lower Silesia.
Time frame: 1946-1947
Physical description: Preserved in good condition. 159 sheets, numbered in pencil, of typing and onionskin paper, typewritten on one side of sheet. Polish language.
Contents: List of names of German Jews living in Wroclaw (undated), incomplete list of persons registered with KZ in Walbrzych until 15 May 1946, set up by their places of origin, lists of fellow countrymen of the town of Walbrzych for May, June and December 1946 and January-November 1947, list of places of origin of Jewish repatriates residing in Strzegom on 1 July 1846, list of repatriates residing in Strzegom on 25 May 1946 according to place of residence in 1939.

Vol. 91
Title: Fellow countrymen associations – lists by towns, A-J
Time frame: 1947
Physical description: Preserved in good condition. 101 sheets, numbered in pencil, of typing and onionskin paper, typewritten on one side of sheet. Polish language
Contents: Lists of Jews living at present [mostly January-March 1947] in Lower Silesia, former residents of the following localities: Amszynow (Mszczonow), Augustow, Antopol, Bydgoszcz, Bedzin, Biala Podlaska, Bialystok, Bielsko, Bilgoraj, Bukowsk, Berzniki, Bielica, Berdyczow, Brzeznica, Bojanow, Beezno on Slucz, Brok on Bug, Bransk, Budziska, Baranowicze, Brzesc on Bug, Blonie (Warsawy), Bolszowce, Boleslaw, Chozow, Czestochowa, Chelm, Cmelow, Czerkasy, Chmielnik, Czyzow, Cieplice, Czerwiatka (Silesia), Czerwinski, Chelm, Czerniela, Czemierniki, Ciehocinek, Dunilowicz, Dabie, Dywin, Dokszyce, Dobrycz, Dworzec, Dabrowa, Tarnowska, Grodno, Hoszca,
Hajduki, Holyn, Irma, Iwanisko and Jasionow. In addition, lists of Jews living at present [June 1947] in Lower Silesia, former residents of localities the names of which start with the letters B, C, D and F and where there are no more than 3 such residents. Most of the lists are for January and May 1947.

**Vol. 92**
Title: Fellow countrymen associations – lists by towns K-O
Time frame: 1947
Physical description: Preserved in good condition. 49 sheets, numbred in pencil, of typing and onionskin paper [a few other], typewritten on one side of sheet. Polish language.

**Vol. 93**
Title: Fellow countrymen associations – lists by localities P-Z
Time frame: 1947
Physical description: Preserved in good condition. 186 sheets, numbered in pencil, of typing and onionskin paper, typewritten on one side. Polish language.
Contents: Lists of name of persons living at present (mainly January-May 1947) in Lower Silesia, former residents of: Pinsk, Plock, Polanice, Podzamcze, Piotrkow Trybunalski, Piszczacz, Pulawy, Potoczny, Pilno, Przeworsk, Przasnyz, Pustelnik, Przysucha, Podstawy, Polonsk, Plawie, Plazow, Pajeczna, Podhajce, Pienikow, Poznan, Parczew, Pultusk, Podwoloczyska, Podkamien, Pierzynowo, Pionki, Piekelko, Rudawa, Rozany, Radochance, Radziejow, Rowne, Radom, Radzyn Podlaski, Rozyszcze, Siedliszcze, Swierzec, Sianki, Sichow, Swisloch, Szerszyniowce, Stolin, Sulejow, Stradzin, Stawiszn, Spokojna Gora, Stanislawow, Srny, Sosnowiec, Slonim, Szczucin, Tluste, Tarnow, Tykocin, Tyszowce, Trzebinia, Tarnogrod, Torun, Tarnobrzeg, Tarnopol, Terespol, Tomaszow Lubelski, Tomaszow Mazowiecki, Turek, Turka (Lwow), Turmonty, Tlumacz, Tarnowskie

**Vol. 94**  
**Title:** List of discharged soldiers  
**Time frame:** 1946  
**Physical description:** Preserved in good condition. 31 sheets, numbered in pencil, of typing paper [a few other kinds] typewritten on one side of sheet. Polish language.  
**Contents:** Lists of names of discharged soldiers from KZ in Wroclaw, Zagorze (Pilawa Gorna), Dzierzoniow, Legnica, Nowa Ruda, Zgorzelec, Swiebodzice, Ludwikowice, Walbrzych, Zlotoryja, Niemcza, Pietroleis [Pieszyce], Bielawa, Swidnica (p. 30), Ziebice. Some lists undated, other dated in May and June 1946.

**Vol. 95**  
**Title:** List of children of repatriates.  
**Time frame:** 1946  
**Physical description:** Preserved in good condition. 183 sheets, numbered in pencil, of various types of paper (mostly typing paper and old reused German correspondence), typewritten on one side of sheet, sometimes on both. Polish language.  
**Contents:** Lists of children of repatriates arrived from USSR to staging areas in Bielawa, Boza Gora [Boguszow], Dzierzoniow, Pietroleis [Pieszyce], Frybork [Swiebodzice], Gaj, Chojnow, Legnica, Ludwikowica, Nowa Ruda, Duszniki, Zdroj, Swidnica (k. 98-102), Strzegom, Wroclaw (mostly), Wegelew [Sobiecin], Walbrzych, Zagorze [Pilawa Gorna] and Zlotoryja. Most lists from May and June of 1946.

**Vol. 96**  
**Title:** List of children found in Germany  
**Time frame:** 1947  
**Physical description:** Preserved in good condition. 65 sheets, numbered in pencil, of typing paper typewritten on one side of sheet, mimeographed. Polish language.  
**Contents:** Correspondence from WKZ to CKZP regarding found children dated 28 June 1947 (k.1), list of persons searched by children found in Germany (212 persons), 5 undated lists of children found in Germany, searching of families.  
In addition, untitled and unidentified lists of individuals.
Vol. 97
Title: Statistical and descriptive reports from the Provincial Committee
Time frame: 1946-1948
Physical description: Preserved in good condition. 37 sheets, numbered in pencil, of
typing, wrapping and onionskin paper, typewritten on one side of sheet. Polish
language.
Contents: Descriptive report by the WKZ Department of Public Welfare for July 1946 and
attached thereto statistical reports, namely: financial assistance, expenses for subsidies,
supply of clothing, and food, warehouse, mess halls, soup kitchen, lodging houses,
homes for the aged, as well as list dated 1 August 1946 of places with public soup
kitchens, listed according to conditions; general descriptive report from WKZ
Department of Public Welfare for 1947, as well as statistical reports on: distribution of
clothing, warehouse, soup kitchens, homes for the aged, food, clothing and financial
assistance; statistical reports on distribution of products from WKZ warehouse in 1948.
The reports contain, among other items, sanctions for late submission of reports,
distribution of clothing, food and financial assistance, activities of soup kitchens,
problem of persons unfit for work (war invalids, chronically ill, the aged, etc.), assistance
to various professional groups (miners, farmers, co-op participants), activities of homes
for the aged.

Vol. 98
Title: Search for families – statistical report
Time frame: 1945-1946
Physical description: Preserved in good condition. 26 sheets, numbered in pencil, of
various types of paper, typewritten on one side of sheet, some of forms filled by hand.
Polish language.
Contents: Statistical reports from departments of records and statistics of local Jewish
committees, such as search for families; Th reports concern the period from December
1945 to December 1946 (mostly January, February and March 1946) and originate from
the KZ in Walbrzych, Klodk, Pietrolesie, (Pieszyc). Rucbjac (Dzierzonio), Legnica,
Wroclawq, Zagorze (Pilawa Gorna), Zgorzelec, Fryland (Mieroszow),Bielawa and Nowa
Ruda. The reports contain only a certain number of correspondence sent and received,
sorted by countries, a number of matters settled positively or negatively, as well as a
number of families searched for.

Vol. 99
Title: Committees’ statistical and descriptive reports
Time frame: 1946-1948
Physical description: Preserved in good condition. 112 sheets, numbered in pencil, of
mostly typing paper, typewritten on one side of sheet, part of forms mimeographed and
filled by hand. Polish language.
Contents: monthly and quarterly statistical reports from departments of social welfare
and of child care of local Jews committees for the period of January 1946 to end of
1948, almost all reports originating from KZ in Wroclaw (also KZ in Klodzk and Sobieicina)
and concern matters of financial aid, expenses connected with subsidies, clothing, warehouses, financial aid, food for mess halls, shelters, public kitchens, funds, medical institutions for children, medical care for children, turnover of children in children's homes. Also, from KZ in Sobiecin, statistical reports from departments of Culture and Education, Culture and Propaganda, Youth, Productivization. In addition, descriptive reports on the activities of the Department of Public Welfare of KZ in Wroclaw for the year 1946, lists of clothing distributed by KZ in Wroclaw in January and February 1947 (brassieres 3, ties 2, galoshes 0, etc.), descriptive reports from the Department of Public Welfare of WKZ for April 1947 and statistical reports, such as those from homes for the aged and warehouses for that same period.

**Vol. 100**
Title: Lists of the elderly and persons unfit for work
Time frame: 1946
Physical description: Preserved in good condition. 64 sheets, numbered in pencil, of mostly typing paper, typewritten on one side of sheet (a few on both), a few handwritten sheets. Polish and German language.
Contents: Lists of the elderly (i.e. over 60 years of age) and persons unfit for work registered during various months of 1046 in KZ in Legnica, Wroclaw, Ludwikowice, Klodz, Weglow (Sobiecin) Svidnica (pp.. 10-11), Frybork (Sviebodzice), Nowa Ruda, Walbrzych, Ziebice of Boza Gora (Boguszow), Pietrolesie (Pieszyce), Dzierzoniow, Nimcza, Zagorz (Pilawa Gorna), Bielawa, Zlotoryja, Przemkow, Zary, Duszniki and Gluszyca. In addition, list in German of sick and elderly German Jews residing in Wroclaw (undated) and list of individuals suffering from lung diseases living in a sanatorium in Jar, prov. of Walbrzych.

**Vol. 101**
Title: Index of recipients of aid
Time frame: 1946
Physical description: Preserved in good condition. 95 sheets, numbered in pencil, A4 notebook format, handwritten on both sides of sheet. Polish language.
Contents: Alphabetical list of individuals receiving assistance of an unidentified Jewish committee. The entries encompass approx. 10 months of an unknown year.

**Vol. 102**
Title: Monthly and quarterly balance sheets for the first semester
Time frame: 1946
Physical description: Preserved in good condition. 60 sheets, numbered in pencil, of of various types of paper, mainly printed forms in approx. A3 format, filled out by hand. Polish language.
Contents: Filled out forms of general balance sheets from WKZ and KZ in Legnica, Klodz, Nowa Ruda, Swiebodzice, Stregom, Walbrzych, Bialy Kamien, Piet rolesie (Pieszyce), Svidnica, Boza Gora (Boguszow), Ziebice, Chojnow, Brzeg, Jelenia Gora, Przemkow, Zlotoryja, Frydland (Mierszow), Zgorzelec, Gaj for the fiorst semester of
1946, as well as balance sheets of KZ in Bystrzyca, Nowa Sol, Gierszcze Puste (Gluszyce), Sobiecin, Zabkowice and Zary for various months of 1946. Also, complaint about the bookkeeping of KZ in Rychbach (Dzierwoniow), inspection of warehouses, and matters of payroll of KZ in Bystrzyca, records of subsidies of KZ in Walbrzych.

**Vol. 103**
Title: Monthly balance sheet for the month of November
Time frame: 1946
Physical description. Preserved in good condition. 265 sheets, numbered in pencil, of various types of paper, mostly printed forms in approx. A3 format, filled out by hand. Polish language.
Contents: Filled out forms of general balance sheets of KZ in Nowa Sol, Zary, Zgorzelec, Wroclaw, Dzierzoniow, Bielawa, Pietrolesie (Pieszyce), Luban, Lubawka, Legnica, Kamienna Gora, Jelenia Gorza, Jawor, Brzeg, Bolkow, Chojnow, Zlotoryja, Ziebice, Zabkowice, Walbrzych, Strzegom, Sobiecin, Gluszyca, Frydland 9Mieroszow), Boza Gora (Boguszow), Bialy Kamien, Strzegom. Swiebodzice, Swidnica, Nowa Ruda, Duszniki, Bystrzyca, Wyganow, Klodzko and Pietrolesie (Pieszyce) for the month of November 1946. In addition, various statements of accounts, numerous statements from warehouses and reports of inventories, statistical reports of provided assistance, enclosures to balance sheets, statements of incoming monies, lists of payments to employees of the Jewish committees and their agendas, TOZ reports.

**Vol. 104**
Title: Monthly balance sheets for the month of December
Time frame: 1946
Physical description: Preserved in good condition. 28 sheets, numbered in pencil, of printed forms in approx. A3 format, filled out by hand. Polish language.
Contents: Filled out forms of general balance sheets of KZ in Zlotoryja, Duszniki, Zabkowice, Walbrzych, Bialy Kamien, Frydland (Mieroszow), Zebice, Zgorzele, Nowa Sol, Wyganow, Boza Gora (Boguszow), Gluszyca, Jelenia Gora, Nowa Ruda, Jawor, Niemcza, Legnica, Swiebodzice, Bolkow, Swidnica, Sobiecin and Zary for the month of December 1946. Also, closing balance sheet from Swidnica as of 31 December 1946.

**Vol. 105**
Title: Economic and investment reports
Time frame: 1946
Physical description: Preserved in good condition. 8 sheets, numbered in pencil, of typing and onionskin paper, typewritten on one side of sheet. Polish language.
Contents: Reports on activities of WKZ Economic Department for April and May 1946, Investments made in 1946 in the building at Wlodkowica 7-9, 5 and 14, school building at Plac Zbozowy 3, building at Olawska 45A, Sienkiewicza 40a. The reports include: WKZ's move from Dzierzoniow to Wroclaw and furnishing of the theater hall.

**Vol. 106**
Title: Monthly balance sheets of the committees in: Dzierzoniow, Kamienna Gora, Klodzko.
Time frame: 1947 VIII
Physical description: Preserved in good conditions. 148 sheets, numbered in pencil, of all types of paper, mostly printed forms filled out by hand. Polish language.
Contents: Balance sheets for the month of August 1947 of the Provincial and Municipal Jewish Committees and their departments in Swidnica, Strzegom, Swiebodzice, Legnica, Jawor, Chojnow, Zlotoryja, Walbrzych, Boguszow, Bialy Kamien, Jelenia Gora, Sobiecin, Mieroszow, Wroclaw and the camp in Kidlina, reports on the budget for the month of August of KZ in Swidnica, Strzegom, Swiebodzice, Legnica, Jawor, Chojnow, Zlotoryja, Walbrzych, Boguszow, Bialy Kamien, Jelenia Gora, Sobiecin, Mieroszow and Wroclaw, other detailed financial reports, such as a statement of expenses for administration, open care, statistical tables of financial aid, subsidies, lists of debtors and creditors.

Vol. 109
Title: Monthly balance sheets of the committees in: Dzierzoniow, Kamienna Gora, Klodzko, Swidnica.
Time frame: 1947 X
Physical description: Preserved in good condition. 221 sheets, numbered in pencil, of various types of paper, mainly printed forms filled out by hand. Polish language.
Contents: Balance sheets for the month of October 1947 of the Provincial and Municipal Jewish Committees and their departments in Dzierzoniow, Bielawa, Niemcza, Pieszyce, Zabkowice, Zagorz (Pilawa Gorna), Kamienna Gora, Lubawka, Bolkow, Klodzko, Bystrzyca, Nowa Ruda, Swidnica, Swiebodzice and Strzegom, reports on utilization of budget for the month of October of KZ in Dzierzoniow, Bielawa, Niemcza, Pieszyce, Zabkowice, Zagorze, Kamienna Gora, Lubwaka, Bolkow, Klodzko, Bystrzyca, Nowa Ruda, Swidnica, Swiebodzice and Strzegom, other detailed financial reports, such as statement of administrative expenses, cost of open care, statistical table of financial aid, subsidies, lists of debtors and creditors, accounting notes.

Vol. 110
Title: Monthly balance sheets of committees in: Legnica, Walbrzych, Zary, Ziebice
Time frame: 1947 X
Physical description: Preserved in good condition. 119 sheets, numbered in pencil, of various types of paper, mostly printed forms filled out by hand. Polish language.
Contents: Balance sheets for the month of October 1947 of the Provincial and Municipal Jewish Committees and their departments in Legnica, Jawor, Zlotoryja, Chojnow, Walbrzych, Boguszow, Bialy Kamien, Gluszyca, Jelenia Gora, Sobiecin, Mieroszow, Wroclaw, Zary and Ziebice, reports on utilization of the budget for the month of October by these committees, other detailed financial reports, such as statement of expenses for administration, open care, statistical table of financial aid, subsidies, lists of debtors and creditors.

Vol. 111
Title: Monthly balance sheets of the committees in: Dzierzoniow, Kamienna Gora. Klodzko
Time frame: 1947 XI
Physical description: Preserved in good order. 111 sheets, numbered in pencil, of all types of paper, mainly printed forms filled out by hand. Polish language.
Contents: Balance sheets for the month of November 1947 of the Provincial and Municipal Jewish Committees and their departments in Dzierzoniow, Bielawa, Pieszyce, Niemcza, Zabkowice, Zagorze (Pilawa Gorna), Kamienna Gor, Lubawka, Bolkow, Luan, Zgorzelec, Klodzko, Bystrzyca, Now Ruda, reports on the utilization of budget for the month of November by these committees, other detailed financial reports, such as statement of expenses for administration, open care, statistical table of financial aid, subsidies, lists of debtors and creditors, accounting notes, listing of bills.

Vol. 112
Title: Monthly balance sheets of the committees in: Legnica, Swidnica, Walbrzych, Zary, Ziebice, Wroclaw
Time frame: 1947 XI
Physical description: Preserved in good condition. 185 sheets, numbered in pencil, of various types of paper, mostly printed forms filled out by hand. Polish language.
Contents: Balance sheets for the month of November 1947 of the Provincial and Municipal Jewish Committees and their departments in Legnica, Zlotoryja, Jawor, Swidnica, Swiebodzice, Stregom, Walbrzych, Bialy Kamien, Boguszow, Gluszyca, Jelenia Gora, Sobiecin, Mieroszow, Zary, Zbiece and Wroclaw, reports on utilization of budge for the month of November by these committees, other detailed financial reports such as statement of expenses for administration, open care, statistical table of financial aid, subsidies, lists of debtors and creditors.

Vol. 113
Title: Monthly and annual balance sheets of KZ in Dzierzoniow
Time frame: 1947 XII
Physical description: Preserved in good condition. 405 sheets, numbered in pencil of various kinds of paper, mainly typing notebook paper, typewritten or handwritten, as well as printed forms of balance sheets filled out by hand. Polish language.
Contents: Balance sheets for the month of December 1947 of the Provincial and Municipal KZ in Dzierzoniow as well as committees in Bielawa, Pieszyce, Niemca, Zagarze (Pilawa Gorna), Wyganow and Zabkowiece, balance sheet for the fourth quarter and reports on the utilization of budget for December 1947 and for the entire year from these KZs, remarks on the balance sheets, details of bills, of open care, subsidies, statement of administrative expenses, statistical tables of financial aid, lists of persons receiving care, lists of debtors and creditors, numerous inventory lists of units under the Provincial KZ in Dzierzoniow (boarding houses, warehouses, semi-boarding schools, schools, libraries), post-inventory records.

Vol. 114
Title: Monthly balance sheets of the committees in Kamienna Gora, Klodzko, Legnica
Time frame: 1947 XII
Physical description: Preserved in good condition. 311 sheets, numbered in pencil, of various types of paper, mostly printed forms filled out by hand. Polish language.
Contents: Balance sheets for the month of December, for fourth quarter as well as the entire year 1947 of the Provincial and Municipal Jewish Committees and their departments in Kamienna Gora, Zgorzelec, L:uban. Bolkowa, Lubawka, Klodzko, Bystrzyca, Nowa Ruda and Legnica, reports on utilization of budge for that same period of tyme by these committees, other detailed financial reports, such as details on the expenses for administration, open care, statistical table of financial aid, susidies, lists of debtors and creditors, various inventory lists and post-inventory records, explanation to the annual balance sheet of KZ in Bystrzyca, descriptive report of KZ in Bysgrzycya for the year 1947.

Vol. 115
Title: Budget estimates from the Jewish Committees of: Swidnica, Walbrzych for the third quarter.
Time frame: 1947
Physical condition: Preserved in good condition. 24 sheets, numbered in pencil, of various types and formats, mostly typewritten forms filled out by hand. Polish language.
Contents: Budget estimate from the Provincial KZ in Swidnica and Walbrzych as well as Municipal KZ in Swidnica, Strzegom and Swiebodice for the third quarter of 1947 plus statement of expenses for administration, for open care, nurseries', schools' and dormitories' budgets.

Vol. 116

Title: Monthly balance sheets of the committies in: Swidnica, Walbrzych

Time frame: 1947 XII

Physical description: Preserved in good conditions. 460 sheets, numbered in pencil, of various types of paper, mostly typewritten sheets of typing paper and printed forms filled out in handwriting. Polish language.

Contents: Balance sheets for the month of December, for the fourth quarter and the entire year 1947 from Provincial and Municipal Jewish Committees as well as their departments in Swidnica, Swiebodzice, Strzegom, Walbrzych, Bialy Kamien, Boguszow, Gluszyca, Mieroszow, Jelenia Gora, Sobiecin and Wroclaw, reports on utilization of the budget for that same period from the said committees, other detailed financial reports, such as statement of expenses relating to administration and open care, statistical table of financial aid, subsidies, lists of debtors and creditors, various inventories and post-inspection records, correspondence from WKZ regarding budgets, explanations on closing accounting for 1947 in Walbrzych, Bialy Kamien and Sobiecin.

Vol. 117

Title: Monthly balance sheets from the committees in Zary, Ziebice

Time frame: 1947 XII

Physical description: Preserved in good conditions. 120 sheets, numbered in pencil, of paper of various types and formats, mostly typewritten sheets of typing paper and printed forms filled out by hand. Polish language.

Contents: Balance sheets for the month of December and for the entire year 1947 from the Jewish Municipal Committees and their departments in Zary and Ziebice, financial reports on utilization of budget for that same period by those committees, other detailed financial reports, such as statement of expenses relating to administration and open care, statistical table of financial aid, subsidies, lists of debtors and creditors, numerous inventories and post-inspection records.
Vol. 118

Title: Budget estimate for the first quarter

Time frame: 1948

Physical description: Preserved in good condition. 59 sheets, numbered in pencil, of sheet. Polish language.

Contents: Statements of advance pay, list of granted subsidies, list of settlements of WKZ closed entities, correspondence between WKZ and local committees regarding appropriations, certificates of unfitness for work, budget przel for assistance particularly to war invalids, estimates of the Productivization Department, financial distributions of various WKZ departments, budget estimates of Provincial KZ in Klodzko, Legnica, +

Vol. 119

Title: Budget estimates for the second quarter

Time frame: 1948

Physical description: Preserved in good condition. 223 sheets, numbered in pencil, of various types and formats of paper, typewritten, handwritten and printed (forms) on one side of sheet. Polish language.

Contents: Correspondence between WKZ and CKZP regarding budget estimates, budget estimate of WKZ and its units for the second quarter of 1948, statements of settlements of closed entities, WKZ correspondence with local committees, regarding budgetary matters, requests for additional financing for various Jewish institutions, lists of individuals falling under the financial aid, numerous correspondence regarding remuneration for committees' employees, reductions in committees' personnel, specification of budget for open care, budget estimate of KZ and its departments in Dzierzoniow, Pieszyce, Legnica, Chojnow, Kamienna Gora, Klodzko, Swidnica, Walbrzych, Zary, Ziebice and Wroclaw.